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9. Nu de wegen van het universiteitscomplex "Padden-nel" van een ruwe

slijtlaag zijn voorzien, hoeft daar deze winter bij gladheid geen zout

gestrooid te worden, r.eker indien de automobilisten hun snelheid

dan tot ongeveer 20 km per uur beperken.

10. De beheerder van de bibliotheken in het WSN-gebouw dient ervoor te

waken dat de leeszaal als leeszaal behouden blijft, in plaats van te

worden gebruikt als overbezette studiezaal.

11. De door de studenten sterrenkunde te Groningen geuite wens om in

de subfaculteitsraad wisselende afgevaardigden met stemrecht te

hebben - onlangs gehonoreerd door de Kroon op basis van het experi-

menteerartikel uit de W.U.B. - bevordert bij die studenten misschien

een gevoel van betrokkenheid bij het te voeren beleid, doch draagt

niet erg bij tct de geloofwaardigheid van hun afvaardiging.

12. De inspanning die de docenten van de faculteit van een promovendus

zich getroosten bij de gewoonte om de hen door het bureau van de

faculte?.. toegezonden proefschriften aan de promovendus terug te

geven, kan nog verder verminderd worden als in het proefschrift

retour-adresstrookjes worden bijgesloten.

13. Audite et alteram partem.



Stellingen

behorende l>ij het proefschrift van

K.S. de Boer

te verdedigen op 20 december 1974

I. Astronomen üie zich niet dt; verklaring van interstellaire absorptie-

lijnen bezighouden, alsmede diegenen die galactisch infrarood onder-

zoek verrichten, doen er goed aan regelmatig b.v. blad 0°5 36 van

de Mount Palomar Photograph:»- >ky Survey in zich op te nemen.

.1. Hei \± u> be" reut>:-ii 'iii de traditie van galactisch onderzoek, geïni-

tieerd liom1 l'ro!. ..!.(.'. Kaptevn, aan het Sterrenkundig Laboratorium

: e ( i r n p i i i i i e M w e r d o n i i c r b

i. Het. in Groriiruvsri verriehui' onderzoek naar massa-modelien voor

r.ahijc rTi''ikwe(i'-'i:-lsi"-lö c^haseerd op waarnemingen m.; de Wester!:ork

Synthese Radio Telescoop (WSRT? en de fotometrische gegevens die

verkregen worden niet de Astronomische Nederlandse Satelliet (ANS)

vormen tesamen een goede basis v-;or een opleving van galacHH' h

ondetzoek te Groningen.

4. l)< waarnemingen van de LIV' fotometer in de ANS zijn van een zodanige

kwaliteit dar de investering voor een tweede waarneeinseiv.oen gerecht-

vaai'digci lijkt.

5. \anpezii-n de sts-vrenkundiije wetenschap, zonder direct aanwijsbaar

maai.S'-hrippelijk nut, bij uitstek lol de cultuurdragende wetenschappen

^trrekeiid k;L.'i wui'den, zou een deel van de financiering van het onder-

zoek uit de begroting van het departement van c. r. m. kunnen komen.

6. Bij de aanleg van nieuwe stadswijken dient de gemeente met de "eerste

Hpide" de bomei, te poten in een ontworpen nieuwe stadswijk.

7. Het strooien van kunstmest op grasvelden van plantsoenen is gezien de

aanvoer1 van natuurmest aldaar meestal overbodig.

8. Het zou voor het zuurstof-evenwicht in de aardatmosfeer beter r'.ijn

geweest ais op de onbeweide grasvelden bij de ingang van het univer-

siteitscornplex "Paddepoel" bomen in plaats van bloembollen gepoot

waren.
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De sterren in onze melkweg staan'op grote afstanden van elkaar,

afstanden van enkele lichtjaren (een lichtjaar is de afstand die
1 R

'licht in één jaar aflegt: tien X miljoen X miljoen kilometer = 10 —

cm)i De ruimte tussen de sterren is gevuld met een zeer ijl gas.

Het is ijler dan het beste vacuum dat we op aarde kunnen maken.

Eén kubieke centimeter van dat interstellaire gas bevat in het vlak

van de melkweg gemiddeld 1-100 waterstofatomen. Als we al het

gas dat zich in achter elkaar liggende kubieke centimeters tussen

de aarde en een ster bijeen zouden halen in 1 cm , hebben we on-

geveer evenveel atomen vergaard als» er zich in 1 cm aardse

lucht bevinden. Toch kennen we dit ijle gas^ doordat we de uitwer-

king daarvan op het licht dat ons van een ster bereikt bestuderen.

Daartoe moeten we eerst de opbouw van een atoom beschouwen en

leren kennen.

In 1913 gaf Niels Bohr de eerste kwantitatieve beschrijving van het

atoom: een kern met positieve lading en daaromheen een "wolk"

van negatief geladen electronen. Deze beschrijving is verbeterd en

: verfijnd in de quantummechanica, maar voor het begrijpen van de

sterrenkunde is dit eenvoudige model zeer geschikt. De electronen

van dat atoom kunnen zich alleen in vaste banen op zo klein moge-

lijke afstand om de• atoomkern bewegen. Het hoogte- (= energie)

verschil tussen de banen is scherp bepaald. Wordt het atoom door

licht beschenen, dan kan het buitenste electron energie uit dat licht

opnemen en. naar een hogere baan springen. De sprong wordt moge-

lijk door precies die benodigde energie uit het licht weg te nemen

(te absorberen bij die golflengte). De kans op zo'n sprong hangt van

1



vele omstandigheden af, onder andere van de "sterkte" van die

overgang welke wordt gekarakteriseerd door de f-waarde (f-value)

of oscillator sterkte. Vele f-waarden kan men in het laboratorium

uit metingen aan die overgangen bepalen.

Als licht van een ster naar ons toe komt, wordt het i cerstellaire

gas door dit licht bestraald en er zijn dan atomen die licht van de

voor dat atoom met die overgang benodigde energie (bij die golf-

lengte) absorberen. Het product Nf, waarin N het aantal atomen

in de kolom van 1 cm doorsnee naar de ster, bepaalt precies

hoeveel van het sterlicht wordt geabsorbeerd. Voor de meeste

soorten atomen is Nf = 3X 10 cm voldoende om minder dan

10°/o van het sterlicht door te laten, bij die golflengte. Als we

van dit sterlicht een fotografische registratie maken, een spectro-

gram waarin we de intensiteit van het licht bij elke golflengte vast-

leggen, dan ontbreekt het licht van die ene golflengte voor een groot

deel. Door de techniek van de waarneming is dit ontbreken zicht-

baar als een streep in het spectrogram en we spreken van absorptie-

lijn. Hoewel thans veel waarnemingen met anc'ere technieken wor-

den gedaan is deze naam algemeen gebruikelijk gebleven. Het elec-

tron dat in een hogere baan kwam, springt over het algemeen snel

en spontaan terug onder uitzending van licht van diezelfde golflengte.

Dit licht wordt in willekeurige richting uitgezonden en is dus als het

ware verloren voor de licEtstrbbm van de ster'naar ons tpëi Ook bij

botsingen met andere atomen kan een electron zo'n sprong omhoog

maken, waarna wéér terugval volgt. Via botsingen kan zo bewegings-

energie in licht worden omgezet.



In het sterlicht dat we vanaf het aardoppervlak kunnen zien, komen

de heel smalle absorptielijnen voor, veroorzaakt door atomen van

de metalen natrium, kalium, calcium, titaan of ijzer in het inter-

stellaire gas. Reeds in 1904 werd de calcium-absorptielijn ontdekt

en later volgden de andere lijnen, in 1940 ook van de moleculen in

het interstellaire gas. In het ultraviolet, dat echter grotendeels

door de aardatmosfeer worcli geabsorbeerd, zijn veel meer absorp-

tielijnen te meten. De ruimtevaart opende de mogelijkheden om van

boven de aardse atmosfeer ook die lijnen te bestuderen. De eerste

mee zekerheid aangetoonde lijn was die van waterstof bij de golf-

lengte IE 15 A, gevolgd door de ontdekking van enkele lijnen van het

tot dan toe nog niet aangetoonde water stof-molecuul H? en vermoe-

delijk lijnen van diverse lichte elementen. De eerste betrouwbare

meting van interstellaire lijnen vanui+ een satelliet is gedaan door

de Utrechtse spectrofotometer geplaatst in the ESRO TD IA satel-

liet. Het verslag daarvan staat in hoofdstuk 2. Daarna volgde de

stroom gegevens van de Amerikaanse Copernicus satelliet.

Mijn onderzoek aan het Kapteyn Laboratorium is voornamelijk ge-

richt geweest op de analyse van atomaire absorptielijnen afkomstig

uit het interstellaire gas. Uit de gemeten hoeveelheid absorptie kan

afgeleid worden hoeveel atomen er zijn en soms ook onder welke om-

standigheden ze verkeren. Voor vele lijnen in het uv is er geen f-

waarde bekend uit het laboratorium, maar die kan soms rechtstreeks

uit de waargenomen interstellaire lijn afgeleid worden. De verklaring

van de hoeveelheid absorptie is niet steeds eenduidig en soms zijn de

resultaten geheel onjuist gebleken. Een bespreking van de algemeen

gebruikte methode en de beperkingen daarvan vindt u in hoofdstuk 9,



hoewel aanduidingen van de Deperkingen reeds in 3erdere hoofdstuk-

ken voorkomen.

In het interstellaire gas is de overal aanwezige straling niet alleen

in staat electronen van baan1 te laten verspririgën, maar electrohën

ki-nnen zelfs geheel losgemaakt worden (ioniseren)/ Voor elk atoom

is de kans op ionisatie te berekenen. Veel elementen (b. v. C, Na,

Mg, Si, K, Fe) bestaan in het interstellaire gas voornamelijk als

ion met absorptielijnen in het uv, terwijl de geïoniseerde toestand

de lijnen in het zichtbare deel van het spectrum heeft {Na, K, Fe).

Voordat de satellietwaarnemingen beschikbaar waren is daardoor de

berekening van de aantalsverhouding van een element ten opzichte

van waterstof (de abundantie) in het interstellaire gas (immers nood-

gedwongen indirect bepaald) steeds enigszins onzeker geweest. Des-

ondanks bestond het vermoeden dat de abundanties kleiner zijn dan

wat men in sterren vindt. Dit wordt ook uit de in dit proefschrift be-

handelde waarnemingen gevonden en het geldt voor vrijwel alle ele-

menten, ^»+uige de resultaten van de Copernicus.

Een kleinere abundantie in het interstellaire gas dan in de sterren

is strijdig met de gangbare opvatting dat sterren in samengebald

interstellair gas ontstaan. Er zijn een aantal verklaringen voor deze

tegenspraak:

1. Bij geleidelijke afkoeling van interstellair gas van hoge dicht-

heid kunnen atomen uitkristalliseren tot, of condenseren op inter-

stellair "stof". Dit gebeurt voor elk element bij een andere tempera-

tuur, bij hoge temperatuur voor Ti en Ca, bij lagere temperaturen

voor de verschillende andere elementen. Omstandigheden gunstig



voor dit proces, treden op in het dichte gas om een jong gevormde

ster en omdat het interstellaire gas herhaaldelijk meedoet aan die

stervorming kan dit uitkristalliseren tamelijk volledig zijn. Dat we

te kleine abundanties vinden betekent dus dat alles wat we niet zien

in: het "stof!' zit.: Reeds ilangis bekend dat er zich ?̂ te weinig''-vrij >

Ca en Ti in1 hët-gas: bevindt. ; -t-

2. In hoofdstuk 9 wordt ingegaan op de beperkingen van de ana-

lysemethode. Het is niet uitgesloten dat in een aantal bestudeerde

gevallen een te kleine waarde voor N wordt gevonden, zodat de me-

thode zelf gedeeltelijk de oorzaak is van de genoemde tegenspraak.

3. Het zou mogelijk kunnen zijn dat de aantalsverhoudingen zo-

als v/e die vcor steratmosferen kunnen bepalen onjuist zijn. Er is

echter weinig tv/ijfel over de juistheid van die bepaling zelf. Maar

het zou wel kunnen zijn, dat een ster tijdens zijn leven materiaal

invangt wat in de oppervlakte!agen blijft, zodat daar de abundanties

hoger liggen dan oorspronkelijk het geval is geweest. De in verge-

lijking te kleine abundantie in het interstellaire gas is dus slechts

schijn. Is dit beeld juist, dan heeft dat belangrijke gevolgen voor

de theorieën omtrent de ontwikkeling van sterren.

Hét onderzoek naar de verklaring van de abündantieverschilien is

sinds de metingen van de Copernicus-satelliet op gang gekomen. Ik

voel het als een groot voorrecht daaraan bij te dragen met enkele

detailstudies van interstellaire absorptielijn metingen.

De volgende hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift zijn in het Engels ge-

schreven, alle speciale problemen behandelend. Hoofdstuk 2 geeft



het eerste verslag van metingen van interstellaire lijnen met een

satelliet (ESRO TD IA). In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het ionisatietempo

van diverse metalen in het gemiddelde ini:erstellaire gas berekend,

nodig voor de bepaling van de electronendichtheid of de tempera-

tuur .ihïhét gas> of van de abundantie van een element. Hoofdstuk 4

geeft de analyse van de absorptiêlijnéh naar de;ster £ Pupis (van

hoofdstuk 2) en leidt tot de bepaling van een temperatuur van 8000

graden voor het gas in de Gum nevel.

In hoofdstuk 5 en 3 worden metingen, van de Copernicus geanaly-

seerd, en f-v«aarden voor overgangen van geïoniseerd Fe en Mn

en van neutraal C worden daaruit afgeleid. In hoofdstuk 5 worden

ook de abundanties van Fe en Mn bepaald. In hoofdstuk 8 wordt de

dichtheid van het interstellaire gas dat de koolstof-absorptielijnen

veroorzaakt bepaald uit de waargenomen energietoestand van neu-

trale koolstof.

Hoofdstuk 6 en 7 bevatten het verslag van de metingen van inter-

stellaire absorptislijnen van spectrograrnmsn, gemaakt op de Euro*

pese Zuidelijke Sterrenwacht ESO (op een 2000 m hoge berg aan de

voet van de Andes in het zuidelijke deel van de Atacama-woestijn in

Chili). Uit de analyse van de Na U-lijnen blijkt dat de hoeveelheid

vrij natrium in het interstellaire gas tot nu toe 10 keer is onder-

schat.

Hoofdstuk 9 en 10, die niet in deze vorrn elders gepubliceerd zullen

worden, bevatten een bespreking van mogelijke analysemethoden en

hun beperkingen en een discussie van de betekenis van de gemeten

interstellaire abundanties voor onze kennis van de fysica van het



interstellaire gas. Uit de analyse van o Per blijkt dat absorptie-

en emissie-verschijnselen van één interstellaire wolk goed bij

elkaar aansluiten.

Aan het eind van deze inleiding dank ik mijn promotor, onder

wiens leiding ik een groot deel van mijn astronomische kennis

verwierf, voor het toezicht dat hij heeft gehouden open de vrij-

heid die hij mij heeft gelaten in het werk dat ik de afgelopen jaren

heb gedaan. Ik dank de coreferent en zijn collega's voor de gast-

vrijheid en vrijgevigheid ondervonden tijdens mijn beide bezoeken

aan Princeton,

Ik dank de Ruimteonderzoekgroep in Utrecht, met name K. A. van

der Huchl en H. J. Lamers, voor de plezierige contacten over

meetgegevens van de S59 in de ESRO-satelliet, en de Ruimteonder-

zoekgroep in Groningen, die mij tijdens het begin van mijn verbin-

tenis met hen de gelegenheid bood mijn proefschrift af te ronden.

Ik dank D. Huisman, P. van Leeuwen, J, Nunnink, J . de Vries en

N. Zuidema, die met hun tekeningen, typewerk, programmeren en

computerverkeer hebben bijgedragen aan het werk waarvan dit proef-

schrift een verslag geeft. Het rekenwerk werd uitgevoerd op de CDC-

Cyber van hét Rekencentrum van de Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen.

Tot slot dank ik mijn collega's, met name T.S. van Albada, D.A.

Beintema, E.B. Jenkins, D.C. Morton, S.R. Pottasch en R. Sancisi,

voor de vele gesprekken en adviezen die het verloop van mijn onder-

zoek beïnvloed hebben.
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Chapter

UV Interstellar Absorption Lines in the Spectrum of £ Pup
K. S. do Hocr*. R. Hockslr.i. K. A. van der l lucht .T. M. Kampcnuan. II. J. I.amer-, and S. R P m t u ^ h '

Astronomical Insliniic, Utrecht

Received August ! I. [977

Summary. Interstellar absorption lines have been de- keywords: interstellar medium - interstellar
teetcd i the spectrum of the O5 star ; Pup. They are lion lines satcihte ultraviolet stellar spectra
due t he resonance lines of Mg n /. 2803. 2796. V1g i
) . . " .. Fen /. 2586 and Mn M /. 2576. and possibly
f:e I A 2522.

Instrumentation

On the !2lh of March 1972. the TO I A --aieHite of the
Kitropean Spate Research Organization was successfully
launched. On board are sever, scientific instruments.
among them the orbiting stellar-spectrophotometer
S59 of the Space Research Laboratory of the Astrono-
mical Institute at Utrecht. This instrument scans the
spectrum of 200 bright stars photoelccirically in three
bands each about 100 A wide and centred near 2110,
2540 and 2820 A, with a spectra! resolution of 1.8 A in
each band. The principles of operation are described
by Hockstra et al. (1972) and a detailed description of
the instrument will be give .y De iager et al. ft972)

Observations

Three spectra! recordings of the star C Pup {HD668I It
are available at present. The star lies at / = 256 . b - - 5
in th? Gum Nebula =snd ha* a sncrira! ivne O5f and
-I, = 2 25. The three scans were averaged to improve the
signal to noise ratio, resulting in an r m.s. noise of about
,V'O in the 2300 band and of about 1.5", in the 2500 and
2100 bands. The spectrum shows broad stellar features
with a width of approximately 5 A in the 2500 band,
which is in aprcemcnt with lines in the visual region as
given e.g. by Heap (1971). The s'.ellar spectrum will be
discussed arti published by van der Hucht (in prepara-
tion). Narrow absorption lines which are as wide as the
instruments! resolution, also appear in this spectrum.
It is the purpose of this note to show thai these lines
originate in the interstellar medium.

*) Guestobser*<:r* from '"Kaplcyn" Aslronomicjl [nslilulc. Urmcrslly
of Gronmgcn

Interpretation

Table I gives the measured wavelengths and equivalent
widths, together with ;he proposed identification of the
interstellar lines. When all S 59-observations of J Pup
have become available, an absolute wavelength calibra-
tion to wiihin 0.2 A will be possible, increasing the
reliability of the identifications.

Mg. The Mg H lines at 2S0O A form a doublet, which is
similar to the well known Na D doublet. We observe a
doublet ratio of 1.2 which indicates saturation for the
Mgii lines Though the instrumental resolution of 1.8 A
does not allow a study of the interstellar Sine profile to
confirm this, we can argue that both Mg ll lines should
be saturated towards most stars: the Na iD lines are
usually saturated, and NHt • P NN,o because the cosmic
abundance of Mg is larger than that of Na and both
elements are mainly singly ionized in the interstellar
medium; the /-values uf the Na I and Mg ll doublets are
almost equal. The observed doublet ratio of 1.2 indicates,
together niiri "\.s velocity dispersion of about !5kms~'

• able I. intciMcllar absorption tines

C rwerverf

2B52
2803
2796
2586
2576

IV,|m.Ai

160
410
4S0

' 0
40

Proposed identification

Spectrum

Mg!
Mg ll
Mg i=
Fen
Mn n

/.(A) lab.

2852.1
28017
2795 5
2585.9
2576 ;

/ ; .

1.81
G-3!?
0627
0.043
0 3

Ret

'1
•I
•I

"1
"1

l. (IW5I
"I Warner



K S de Bo« « al UV Intcntdln Atserpion lion

and 3 column dentily of <YUl. * 10'J 7 cm" J . following
the method described by Stromgren (1948)1)
1-rom the weak line o( Mgi at 2852 A a column density
of i\fM|U% tO'*cm " is found, assuming the same
velocity disjiersion as above This ' iwifirms !hui Mg is
mainly ionized
fV The line at i. 25K6 i!> due to i c " and belongs to
ihe UV- i ground level multiple!. Assuming the same
velocity dispersion as with Mg*. a column density of
Sfe. * to 1 ' *cm : ii found,
She inner possible interstellar absorption line in this
Fe it multiple' has k = 2599.4 A and its /-value is 3 times
the .'-value of the / 25S5.5 transition. Unfortunately
the S59 band cuts off at 2590 A. The i. 2599.4 line has
been observed before, in redshifted spectra of quasars
(Burbidge el al., 1968) but there the 12585 5 line has
not been reported.
The line at 258f< A is the only Fe n line detectable with
the S 59
Morton et al. (1969) observed the spectrum of ' Pup
between 1100 and 1965 A. They report several absorp-
tion lines in the 1200 A region which they believe are
due to interstellar Fe* They do not give equivalent
widths so no comparison with our values is possible.
Possibly a very weak line at 2522 A can be seen. The
equivalent width is about 20 mA. which is only twice
as much as the noise uncertainty. This line might be
from Fe land then a column density of AiF,o a: 1OISI cm"2

is derived Though the value is highly uncertain, this
result is reasonable, since iVF«- > JVFeO and Nm^>% /VFcO.
If the assignment of t. 2522 to Fe° is correct, the other
line in :he multiple! at 2501 A cannot be seen; its /-value
is 3 times smaller- Other lines of Fei have a much
lower transition probability; they are not seen in. our
spectra.
Mn. At 2576 A a line with (V4 = 40mA can be seen.
This line is probabiy due to singly ionized manganese
A column density of SHn. * l O ' ^ c m " 1 can be derived
but the /-value is uncertain.

Concluding Remarks

The idsmiijsstion of the M° s do»ibt*t i* bc^Msd
doubt and we have confidence in the other tabulated
identifications.
') These estimates are based on ihe auumptioq (hat the entire
observed line s interstellar in origin II may he posubte Ihjt a ran
of this line a due to a stellar component Preliminary estimate!
.Jggest that the inlentellar column density could be unaUer ttv>n up
IO a (a-̂ .or 2.

From the derived column densities, something can be
said concerning the abundances Assuming that these
interstellar lines are forrrod in regions where (he three
elements considered are mainly singly ionized, the rela-
tive abundance values of the elements Mg:Fe:Mn are
2:1.0.1. This agrees well wiih the relative values deter-
mined in the sun in recent yean and it supports (he
proposed identifications.

Monoc et al. (1969) observed Lye towards C Pup
Jenkins i!97!) reanaiyscd theiT data and he Snds a
neutral hydrogen column density of N,{> a 10" * cm" :

Thus we can determine the absolute abundances of ihe
considered elements, resulting in the value of log
0 \ I » ^ R > - -6-I- which a between a factor of 20-100
less than normally accepted for the sun. This recalls
;bc well known deficiency of Ca. by about 100, in the
interstellar medium.

All values given are only preliminary. Combination of all
S59 observations of C Pup will improve the data

Reference*

£, t M. LyndiC".R. 3lraAion.A > iwa, -luropiri I
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On the Photoionization Rates in Interstellar Gas
K. S. dc ik.MrkK Koppenaal and S R PotUith
K.apic*n AstronoiTitcsi Ins'.nuic. Gtonmgnv The ^ct

•IctratcO lulv 1.

Seminary. PholoioiSf/aiion rales in the interstellar Key words: interstellar gas phoioiontzation rates
gas sre calculated using OAO — 2 data for the inter-
stellar radiauon denst> \ comparison is given with
earner results

Rceentiy Witt and Johnson (!9~3) have re-denved the
intcrsu-lbr radiation density in the solar neighbourhood
from OAO -2 data. They find that the interstellar
radiation field peaks at about 1550 A and that the
energy density of radiation is somewhat largrr than
»hal has been determined by Habing (1969) It is the
purpose of this note to investigate which changes this
requires in ihe earlier photoionization rate calcula-
tions.
For the metals dominant In the interstellar medium
and for those with observed intersiellai resonance
lines, photoionizaiion cross sections have been collected
from the literature.
Comparison of work from different authors shows that
in general the threshold values agree within 10 to 20°k,
but for some elements the published data diner large!)
in the behaviour of the cross section with energy
Difficulties in the calculation of ptiotoiomzation cross
sections arise at a few eV from threshold, where often
autoiomziition resonances appear. Only in a few cases
do reliable measurements allow including these re-
sonances in the calculation of the cross sections. In
TaU* i vum tiiramariji* ihe daia w* have used. The
photoionization rate is calculated from

J fiv
dv

where (Mem2) is the photoionization cross section.
vo(Hz) the threshold frequency for photoionizatian and
u,{ergcm"JHz"') is the energy density of interstellar
radiation, as it is determined by Habing (1969) or
Witt and Johnson (1973) (hereafter referred to as WJl
Because the radiation Held is badly known below
1200 A, we have extrapolated the WJ field to 912 A
in two ways (see Fig, 1). WJ t is an extension linear in
frequency' from the nt value at 1200 A tc u ,=0 at

6 ;

s >

Ft<EQU£^CV 1G™ W;
Ftg. i Hadiatu'n tiddv uud m ihc ralculatic<n (Sic ten! -• arc
from Mm and JotltmM (l"»'.'l O f™m Habinf (I"*"' C
$cafc « raiiiacion density ut w uKt* ol (0 "'crgcni*Jf'j '

9l2A and WJ2 is with constant M, = 3.75 « !0 -'erg
a s " ! H ! ' between l 3 » and 912 A.
The existence of a considerable; mount of H, molecules
in interstellar gas (Jenkins el ah. 1973) may cause extra
absorption at wavelengths short ward of 1100 A es-
pecially at the center of large clouds. We therefore also
calculated the pboioioritzation rates wiih she field
WJ 1 for only A<M00 A, so the total T-values can be
corrected for whatever Hj absorption one wishes')
As can be seen in the table the differences in F between
the WJ t and WJ 2 fields are small for all elements
with lonization potential below 10 cV. Clearly with

'I il o n br shown (hat for a cloud lOpc in diameter, an amount
of H : equal lo thai oi neutral H~ and a Boltzmann distribution of
jhc lower en«gy leith of H ; at T= I01 K. »boui 43".. oT ihe radiation
between 9i 2 A and IICIO A nevef reaches ihc center of the dood.
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C and Ca " the calculated / i> very uncertain bccaiiNC
the radiation density is very uncertain at wavelengths
shorter than 1100 A. it can also be seen from the
table that only the C and Ca* photoionizalion rates
may be considerably affected by reduction of the
radiation density due to H2

Comparing the rw ) values with r IU6i l i r we sec a
difference less than a factor of about 1. This may.
with respect to the older literature, affect e.g. the
electron densities as derived from observed Ca*/Ca
ratios: abundances may consequently need some ad-
jU-Ument. On the other hand, there may be differences
between present rHabln, values and those from older
literature because the cross section values we have
used differ from data available in the past.
The values of r given in Table I are probably correct
to within a factor of 2, except for C and Ca ' where
the uncertainty in the radiation field limits the ac-
curacy.
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Chapter 4

On the Composition of the Interstellar Gas towards ; Pup
K. S de Boer and S R. Pottasch
kapfnn Agronomical Institute, Unnrnuu of Gromngcn

Received JuU 4. 197J

Summary. UV-interMellar absorption lines measured in
!he direction of C Pup by the S 59 satellite spectrograph
are presented. These data are combined with other
interstellar line measurements in the same star, to
derive a curve of growth and clement abundances.

Key words: interstellar lines - abundances - : Pup
Gum nebuia

I. Introduction

It is the aim of the present work to study the physical
conditions and abundances in the iiHerstellai gaf on the
line of sight to i Pup. based on new data of interstellar
absorption lines

2. Observational Material

a) Satellite spectra have been obtained with the S59
orbiting spectrophoicmeter of ths Utrecht Observatory
(de Jager ei al.. 1973) and a preliminary report,on the
observed interstellar lines of MgL Mgn. Man and Fen
has been given by de Boer et al. (19721 At present
sixteen scans have been used to obtain the averaged
profites (see Fig. I.) To within the noise limits, the
absorption line profiles are equal to the pre-flight
instrumental profile. The wavelength calibration in the
spectra of f Pup is based on the interstellar Mgn lines.
The equivalent widths of the observed lines are given in
Table Z The possible existence of an Fci !ine at 2522 A
(de Boer <•/ al.. 1972) is not clearly confirmed and for the
other possible lines an upper limit is given. No other

6

5

•

\ l\ I
\ y

b

V-
-7790 2800 2BK) 2840 2850 2860 2570 2583 2590

l-"ig. t. Relevant portions ofihc ;Pup spectrum, a Mgn lines: b Mgi
line, c MnM + F^» !ines- Inlcnsil}' scale in arbitrary ynils above ?CTP
level

lines than those mentioned in Table 2 were expected to
be delectable with the S 59.
hi Smith (!970| discussed the far LT spectra obtained
in a rocket flight. The final spectral resolution of that
material is about 0.8 A. with a wavelength accuracy of
about 0.3 A. Several lines are identified as due to re-
sonance transitions of interstellar ions. Unfortunately
the earth atmosphere contributes -significantly to ab-
sorption lines of N i and O t even at the rocket altitude of
200 km (see e.g. the COSPAR international reference
atmosphere. 1965) so these lines cannot be used in the
present study. The very important tines of C+ are in the
wings of pronounced "stellar" features so their intensity
cannot be estimated. Of the many interstellar lines,
several are blended and others are not seen in the noise.
Only the following lines seem to be sufficiently ciean to
be used at present.

Sn 1250.5 and 1253.8. Though the local continuum is
difficult lo establish, iwc extreme possibilities are used
in the present study, giving W\ values for each line which
range from 100 to 300 mA and from 150 to 350 mA
respectively.
Sinli90.4 and 1193.3. Two well defined lines with
equivalent widths of 200 mA and 250 mA respectively
(+ lOOmAl
Sin 1260.4. A deep line blended with a Ct.a Fen and a
Su resonance transition. The-Ci line will be very weak
(C° is expected only in negligible quantity in the inter-
stellar medium) the Fen line is of unknown strength,
and the Su line has a/value which is two times that of
the above mentioned 1253.8 line. We can correct for an
expected strength of the Sit line of 300 mA: thus for the
Sin 1260.4 line BV<700mA.'

Sim 1206.5. A clearly defined unblended line with
1^ = 250 ± 150 mA.
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c) In a spectrographic study of C Pup itself. Baschck and
Scholz U97II have also detected the interstellar sodium
and calcium lines. Analysis of relevant portions of their
l.ic / tracing* supplemented their published D : and K
equivalent widths with the D, and H values (Tanle 2!.
The interstellar radial velocity measured is
_ l d i 5 kms* ' (heliocenlric) which can be compared

with + 11 kms ; found by Kennedy (I9hh).
Neither N.u33O2 nor Cat 4226 can be seen, which
implies an upper limit for W-, of 30 mA.
The present value of H;(Kl = 65mA is in agreement
with the 56 mA as found by Watlcrslcin and Silk (1971)
who do not give the other lines.

3. interpretation

C Pup is at a distance of 400 to 450 pc in the Gum
Nebula. Ly-jt absorption due to neutral hydrogen is
seen in its spectrum: Smith (1970) derives a column
density of N,,i. = t 5 x lO'^cm"'. The 21 em emission
proPle (Goniadzky. Wl) shows a component at
+ 14 kms" ' (heliocentric) with a column density con-
sistent with the above value. 21 cm absorption in this
region of the sky has been searched for with the Vela
Pulsar as background source. The attempt was un-
successful so that with r<0.05 [Manchester ei al.
(1469) and Manchester, personal communication] we
fi'iu N H /T<2x IO17cm"" K. '.Thcpmountof ioni7ed
material may be estimated from the column density of
free electrons as found from the dispersion measure of
the Vela Pulsar. Manchester et al. (1969) give jn,.dl
-• 69 cm ~3 pc or N, = 2x 10M cm"'-. Thus assuming
that the Vela Pulsar is a; about 500 pc (Kristian. 1970).
about 3/4 of the gas on the line of sight is ionized, and
I 4 is nculrai.

Are the observed lines due to only a single component?
The best spectral resolution is obtained from the
plates of Baschek and Scholz. containing C a H + K
iatiout 15kms"' resolution). The log 1 tracings show
shatp H and K Hnzs. suggesting thai only one inter-
stellar component exists on the line of sight. If there
are more, they are separated by less than 15kms"1.
The doublet ratio is 1.9 + 0.1 which indicates that
if there is only one component, the absorption is
due to a medium with a velocity dispersion of more
than.jkms"1 .
The Mgit doublet are the strongest lines. Assume that
they are due to only one component: The doublet ratio
is 1.10 + 002 for these lines (the accuracy is better than
the accuracy of the individual equivalent widths,
because the uncertainty in the continuum level in-
fluences both tines in the same way). Tiiere are two
possible solutions to the curve of growth: one gives a
velocity dispersion of b= \2± I kms" ' and a column
density of !ogNMj. = 14.5 + 0.?. the other solution has
h^Skms'1 and legNMB. = 16.5. If we assume that
also the Mgs line is due to this gas component, the

column density is log NM,O = 12.3 and 12.4 for h = 12 km
s ' and Skms" ' respectively.
Which velocity dispersion is correct? The ion ratio of
Mg\/Mj!° -an be calculated for reasonable conditions
in the interstellar gas from

" M t--• •= : - - w h e r e • = <•
"Mt"

„ ; : • '> •

with a(T) ihe recombination coefficient (cmJ s"'i, nr the
gas electron density (em:'I. a, (cirri the photoionization
cross section and u, (ergcm" ' Hz"'I the interstellar
radiation density. The average electron density in the
ionized gas can be estimated to be between 0.1 and
0.2 cm ' \ based on the column density of electrons to
the Vela pulsar and its distance of about S00 pc. Using
/"-values as given by dc Boer <•/ al. (19731 we find that
with ii,, > 0.1 cm"3. the ratio of Mg* <Mg°. for a homo-
geneous gas is less than 2000. for all gas temperatures
(and in a non uniform medium this ratio is even smaller).
Assuming nevertheless that in this gas the density and
temperature are rouhly equal over large volumes of
space, we can put >iMf/nM|i> — ^HflN^ and compare
the calculated values with observation.
With the low dispersion velocity solution we see that the
observed ratio exceeds the theoretical limit by a factor
of 10. Though the radiation density in the line of sight
may differ from the values used (see de Boer et al,. 1973)
the effect is estimatedto be small, i.e. less thim a factor
of i if one is not clpser than 30 pc toX Pup itself, if part
of the line of sight is at a temperature differing from that
wheis i(T) has its minimum vuiue. the calculation of
the expected Mg*/Mg° ratio would give a value smaller
than 2000. increasing in the low velocity cast the dis-
crepancy with the observed ratio. Thus we conclude that
the low dispersion velocity solution is incompatible
with the theoretical values of MgVMg0. The other
possibility, the high velocity dispersion solution, leads
to an observed ratio Mg+ /Mg°= 150 and this can be
fitted with the theoretical ion ratios (Table I).
The S .59 also observed y2 Vei. a WR star about 7°5
away from £ Pup at a slightly smaller distance. The
interstellar Mg II lines in its spectrum, analysed by
Grewing et al. (1973). have also two solutions to the
curve of growth: one with h = 13 km s"' aud the other

Tnhls. I. Ms' .MS" ion ratios, based on r = 80 x 10"' :5 '

1(7")

1 K|
MgjMg"

= 0.2

HXi
UKI

1000
JOOO
5O0O
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6
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1
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0.6
15
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40
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wild h = ;< km s"'. Because ihese data piesumably refer
to the same ionized gas, she disagreement of this low
velocity solution with the C Pup solution and the co-
incidence of the high velocity solutions are also argu-
ments that the 6= 12 km s" ' solution is correct.
What is (he temperature of the gas? Due IO the temper-
ature dependence of ihe recombination coefficient, we
can find an indication for the gas temperature by
comparing the observed and theoretical magnesium
ion ratios. Assuming ihc free electron density io be
«, sr'0.15 cm~3 along the line of sight, we find that the
gas may be coo! at abGUt 30C) K. or it may be liot wilh
7000 K < T < 10000 K. Combining the amount o!
neutral hydrogen as observed by Ly-a absorption
(NH = 7x lO'^cm"-) with the 21 cm absorption. |NH

< 2 v. 10' T ) the lower lim« of T is found to be T> 300 K.
No dear cut conclusion can be drawn from the inter-
stellar line measurements. Beuennann (1973) derive,
in this model a mean electron temperature for the H u
region of T< 8500 K.

In the above interpretation we have assumed that there
is only one absorbing component. Brand! ei al. (I97ii
derive-a model in which there is a neutral gas layer
between the sun and the ionized gas. This neutral layer
would account for the hydrogen absorption, and in the
soni«d gas n, a n,. * 0.15 cm '-\ Because the ratio
Mg*/Mg° in neutral gas is much larger ihan in ionised
ga-s. the local Mg° will hardly contribute to the 2852 A
line. The Mgii lines will reach saturation before the
light of v Pup enters this neutral gas layer. In this two
component model, the abundances derived in the
following section would be 30", higher, in general.
Only the lines of Nal and Can may be formed in both
components, making their iiuerpreiaiien fnere difficult.

4. Column Densities

In the preceeding paragraph we showed that part of the
observations can be explained by assuming one ab-
sorbing component, having a velocity dispersion of
12 km s"1. Trie electron censity in she gas will be as-
. . . . . . . . 1 l~i Q t r - J IUIAIUII^UUMU » u c luill Kia
9UIIIVU »W tH- t*c ~~ \>.t*> UtIU » w, V l M l i p < m u l b «.....>5 :̂ "!«• t X

considered when necessary. TL, =300K and 8000 K. In
the following, the other lines will be analysed and
column densities will be given with figures representing
logNlcm'?). The calculated ion ratios arc based on T
values as given by de Boer t'i al (i973| and the re-
combination coefficients are taken from Seaton (1951)
and Silk and Brown (1971) and for dieleclronic re-
combination from Goldberg U968), Burgess and Sum-
mers (!969) and Aldrovandi and Pequignot (1973).
Nai The sodium doublet gi\ es a Na° column density of
11.7, The Na '/Nu° ion ratio, calculated for the assumed
conditions and for 7;=3O0K and 8000 K gives the
amount of Na* to be 13.4 or 14.6 respectively. Cor-
rec'ion for lt« existence of Na-+ is very uncertain but
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this seem to be less thsn fO'V so (he Na+ values can be
treated as the sodium abundance.
C« i The Ca ii doublet gives results similar to thai of the
NaD lines. Tlie column densiiy of Ca* is 1 !.X and the
correction for existence of C a J i , with Tr = 300K or
8000 K, gives the,CajKiindants !c be : i i or 13.1. The
next ion stage Ca3" exists only in negligible amounts
under the assumed conditions, and also Ca° remains
invisible.
Fe'i From the Fe n tine we find the column densiiy of
Fe+ to be 13.7. Though no accurate recombination
rates are known to us. we estimate ihe Fe*/Fe° ion
ratio to be about 500, indicating a FeG column of about
11.0. a value indeed below the upper limits from ob-

iscrv.'iiions. Fe ; * may-exist 4fi~4ise !.m«5te!!ar ga^ hut
the imount is expected So be smaller than that of
Fe*. U is also possible that a small fraction of the Fe"
ions are in an excited stale. We will then take the value
14 to represent the total amount of Fe on the line of
sight. -
My) The Mg line discussed in the previous section give
a column density of i4.5 and no correction for Mg2* is
necessary.
SI Due to the uncertainty in ihe line intensities w-e can
say only'thai the derived column densities range from
!6 to 18.
Si) From the rocket spectrum, the two weaker Sin
lines give, column densities of i 5.2 and 15.8. The stronger
line gives an upper limit of 17, so we may use 15.8+1

15
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Table 3. Observed column densities in interstellar gas (log\)

; Pup (present study) y' Vel (Grcwing et »/.. 1973)

H°
Ma"
Mg°
Mu'
(.V
M n -

He"

19.9
11.7
12.3
14.5
U.I*
12.3
13.7

19.5
11.7

no
13.4
11.6

cllO
13 7

Table 4. Log abundances

C Pup interstellar

H

Na
Mg
Si
S

Mn
Fe

( 300 K.I
18000 Kl

( 30EK!
(8000 K.)

12 + 0 J
4.9 ± O.I
6.1+0.1
6.0 + 0.3
7.5 ± 1
7.5-9.5
3.7 + 0.1
4.7 + 01
4 ± 1
53 ±0.3

12

6.3

76
7.6
7.2

5.4
75

as a representative for the Si* column density. The
Sim line strength implies a column of Si2* of 15.5. so
the observed Si2 7Si* ratio is about 0.1.
Finally we summarize the derived column densities and
compare them' with whafLs found by Grewing 'ei. al.
(1973j;;tbwa>ds y? Vet:<Tablef2fcIn ^
y^sVei, the amount of material" is systematically smaller
than towards C Pup by a factbr'of about 3 (the residual
rartbrbrS;ih:Mg+'^^teliitnHi1ti^tpMli^'uncertaihty
of 1 k m s " ' i r i the Velocity dispersion):;

Ntt 3 xtttto<Mti foftfi^rin* canbe compared
with solar values (Table .4), Na "and Si seem to have
abundances equal to solaryalues^; A*jiereas;M& Ga arid
Feare lower by, between 15 and 3 orders of magnitude.
Sulfur̂  does-npti appear to be.uhderabundani,arid no
conclusion can be drawn concernujgiMnl These results
are consistent with what is found with thiCopernic^
spectrophotometer (Rogerson et aL 1973). In C Pup

and several other stars in this region little extinction
is found (Wallerstein and Silk, .1971). It is then question-
able if the metals are underabundant because they have
condensed onto grains.

Arkntmlaliitmmu. We like \o UiuiiV Prof. H.nchck for prnviilinc the
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Chapter 5

Oscillator Strengths for Ionized Iron and Manganese
K. S. de Boer*, D. C Morion, S. R. Pottasch' and D. G. York

Princeton I 'nivcn.il> Cbsi-r^mon. Princeton. ! SA ami Kaptesu AMI.-Domical IIHIKUIC. Uromneen. The Netherlands

Keceued December^, |*73

Summary. The observed strengths of interstellar ab-
sorption lines of Fe II and Mn n in the spectra of a Vir,
-/JCcil, itSco, and COph along with laboratory /
values of some of these lines between 2343 and 2606 A
have been used to determine curves of growth for these
ions and the /-values of 10lines of Fen and 3 lines of-

Mnii between 1055 and 126! A. The Fe and Mn
abundances are derived.

Keywords: oscillator strengths interstellar absorption
lines

I. Introduction

Among ihe many interstellar absorption lines detected
by the Copernicui satellite spectrometer (Rogerson et aL
1973) are 15 lines of Fen and 6 of Mnn between
1055 and 2606 A. As expected for the interstellar
medium, the lower level for each transition is lire ground
state. According to the recent summary of transition
probabilities by Morton and Smith (1973). /-values arc
known for onl\ 5 of the Fell lines and 3 of the Mrui
lines, all longward of 2340 A- In this paper we use the
equivalent widths of the interstellar lines observed in
a Vir, //Ceri, JTSCO, and fOph together with the known
/'-values to estimate the oscillator strengths of the
remaining lines. These short-wavelength /-values vrill
be particularly useful for constructing more complete
curves of growth in other stars, or for determining
interstellar iron and manganese abundances in stars
for which the near ultraviolet scans are not available
or are excessively noisy. Other^astrophysical applica-
tions include the analysis of the spectra of stellar
atmospheres and the interpretations of absorption
lines in quasars

In principle it is a simple procedure to use the relative
strengths of the absorption lines to obtain relative
absorption coefficients which are directly related to
the /-values. Absolute transition probabilities then can
be obtained if one or more lines have known /-values.
In pjactiec the analysis often is complicated by the
fact that sbine of the lines may be highly saturated and
the correction for this non-linearity in the curve of
growth is not known a priori. We have solved this
problem by first looking through a small gas mass
towards a Vir where the Fen lines are only slightly
saturated. With the help of additional'/values found
here it was possible'to proceed to the higher gas mass

* Guest investigators 'with the Princeton University telescope on
the Capetniciu 12icliite. which is sporocjed and operated by the
National aeronautics and Spare Administration.

towards ji Cen and finally to the large masses in front
of it Sco and C Oph which produce many absorption
lines of Fe it and Mn n
!n no case was a line strong enough to he on the damping
part of the curve of growth. Consequently we were abie
to use the simplified formulation in which log Wji. is
the same function of log N f k and the Doppler velocity f>
for all lines of an ion. Here Ŵ  is the equivalent width.
/. is the wavelength of the line. JV is the column density,
and hJ\/2 is the one-dimensioned velocity dispersion of
the absorbers in the direction of the star.

IL Laboratory Oscillator Strengths

The available laboratory data on the interstellar lines
of Fen and Mnii aix Lsied in Table 1. which is taken
from the compilation by Morton and Smith (1973).
Estimates for the percentage uncertainties are given in
Column 5. The numbers for the 5 Fe n lines were derived
from the measurements of phase-shift life-times of -he
upper slates by Assousa and Smith (1972). After small
correlations for branches to lower levels in muluplets 1
and 3, the /-values for the individual transitions were
obtained using the relative strengths for intermediate

Table l Oscillator strengths used for calibration

Spectrum MuUiplci Wavelength
No.

Feu

Mnn

25"9 395
. 258S.S76

I 2381034
2373.733
2343.495
2605.697
2JSJ731
2576.107

f

2.03 «
5.73 x
3.2S x
3 95 *
! 3 S K

1.5S K

2.23 v
1.88 x

10"

10"
10"

10"
10"

10

10"

10"

Uncertainty
i "-I

20
20
15
15
20
10

10

10
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coupling calculated by Gruzdev (1962). In the case
of Mn it. the beam-foil lifetime of Curtis ct al. 11973) was
used with rciativc strengths from L-S coupling theory

III. New Oscilletor Strengths for Fell

1 Wri/tni.s

Curve?,of growth were plotted forfseveral assumed?
values of 6. For each line with a known /-value, the
observed equivalent width in Table 2 was_used to
determine a column density of Fe* which could be
plotted against different h. as shown in Fig. I. The

Table 2. Observed equivaknl width* of K'j ll and Mn ll

Wavelength

;.IAI

l-"c ii 25'» M5
25Si,8->t)
"3X2.034
2J73.~J3
ZWAVi
i:60.S4:
1144 046
114X235
1142.'34*1
H.'.'.6?S
i 121.987
1106J62
I094.SS*
1063.982
1055.269

Mnn 2605.697
2593.731
2576.107
1201.124
It 91 588
1197 172

2 Vir

- 4 44
-4.85
-441
-4.80
-4.67
-5.31
-4.701

- 5.224

jl ten

-4 26
-4.35
-4 2;
-4 47
- 4 2 4
- 4 S M

- 5 - : •>

- 4 . 6 7 1

- S . 5 S 6

- 5.230

nSeo

- 3.W
-4.04

- 4.2S
-4.03

- 4 3 3 0
-5 .273
-4.823

; o P h

-4(16
-4.(!S
-4.01)
-4.17
-4.10
-4.52')
- 4 100
- 4 47«

-4.HOI)
-4.K60
-4.425
- 4895
-4.yo

-4.700

- 4 . . "
-4.35
-4.27
- 4 . W
-4.77')
-4807

150

a U0 --V1

oVir
O2599

.2382
a 2371

-

'I Comparison wilh oinn inlcrslcllar f e n lino suggcsls lhal the
laboratory wavdenglh ofihb line is closer to 1142 3» \ .

"t Feature in wing of strong line. Value uncertain.
'I Confused with interstellar Si II 1260.4IS. Value uncertain

1 2 3 . 4

-Vtlftcity

Fig 1 l"ut of column densities found iiom each absorption line as a
function of b

five curves fit reasonably well to b = 4 . 0 k m s ' and
S = 1.8 x IOU cm" \ These values define the n ine of
growth for Fe ' fiom which we read N/xfor the line
with unknown / and hence the new /-values listed in
Table 3. It may be noted that a similar value of fe was
determined by York and Kinahan {t9?4> for other
interstellar e'ements in the direction of a Vir,

j i C e r n a w i f l •/•."•.;"'..:. -;: .'"'-•.'".

The same procedure was applied to the Fen lines of
jt Cen"."Since these Sines are more saturated the derived
i> = 4 .9kms- ' and /V = 9.3x IO | J are less certain; The
resultant /-values are listed in Table 3. The similarity of
the /-values for the /. >097 transition in at Vir and fj Cen
provides a check on the accuracy of the method.

n ScorpH

The same procedure again was applied, and assuming
one maxwellian cloud the observations fit the curve of

Table 3.

Ion

Resultant /-taiuM

Muiliplcl

No.

Wavelength / from

x Vtr (l C en tSi,.

Adopted

Oph /

Feu

Mnu

9
10
10
10
II
12
13
18
19
21

3
3

1260.542
H44.946
1143-235
1142.334
1133.678
1121.987
1106.362
IWo.HXft
I0639S2
1055.269

1201.124
11W 388
1197.172

2,8 * to
1.6 M [0

4.1 tw-

1 S * 1 0 ' J

2.1 M i0 »:

3.3 » 11) ••'
3.1 x | t ) - '

56x10 ;

5 . 3 x 1 0 " '

1.5x11) 3

1.4 » 10 '
1.5* 10 '
I.5« 101'
7 . 0 x l 0 J

6.3 110 *
SOxlO^
5.6x |0- J

7.7x10 "*|

1.0« 10*':
9.6 * 10-*

2.0 « 10 :

1.5x10"'
1.5x10 ;

6 » » ! O -
6J»10 •'
2.0 x 10 "
5.6xiO"J

3.7 x Sir :

JJIi'lO"'
I Ox i0" !

5.8 . W 2

1.0x10 "•
9.6 V 10 ••

') /-values adopted ':^> i Vir and fi Ccn for the ana.ysis cf i Oph
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166 168

I V|t 2- Cuncs ofgroulh labelled with \

'61 16 L
•op mx

^ami the linear rcljimrtforuiiAJluralctl ljn».. l>ni\ (i-'p
2W)0 anO 2J4? A and Ihc Imcv .H 109? and 1055 A -aith jAyluo as derived (r-_>m 2 Vii and /ft/cn. Horwonlu!

m nrj\irr>v\l K-ll tine*
is log .V f;.

growth with b about l l k m s 1 and IV= i.l x lO'^cm*'.
However, the available data allow the possibility of
multiple cloud structure. In such cases with unresolved
components the curve of growth solution always tends
to give too large h values with a slight underestimate of
the column density jde Boer and Pottasch, 1974). This
can explain the fact that the ne» /-values found in
JTSCO arc somewhat larger than those derived from
3 Vir and \i Cen.

COphiuchi

In this case we assumed that the /-values for /. 1097
and A 1055 as determined from the first two stars were
known as welt as the ones in Table 2 obtained from
laboratory measurements. These lines fitted best the
curve of growth in Fig. 2 with h = 7 km s"1 and
.V = 3.0 x 1014. The new Rvalues ware then obtained
by requiring that all the remaining iincs fall on this
curve.
It is hard to estimate what errors have entered the
present analysis. The errors of measurement are
probably less than 30%. The calibration /-values may
be even more accurate which finds support m the fact
that the points from all calibration lines show random
scatter on all curves of growth. An error will also be
introduced by the possibility of multicomponent cloud
structure. However, the agreement between the results

from the stars for several lines suggesis thai the new
/-values are not in error b> as much as a facior of 2-

IV. New Oscillator Strengths for Mn n

Three faint Jiaet of Mnii near 1200.4 with unknown
/-values were delected in C Oph in addition to the
relatively strong lines around 2600.4 The weak lines
were not seen in iVir and /fCen while in JtSco no
observations are available yet. We have adopted the
same Doppler width h for the Mn n lines in J Oph as for
the Fe n lines. The curve of growth gives a column density
of 1.7 x 1O-J cm* ; and the /-values in Table i.
We should hole that the /-value found for the ! 199 A
line is 30°o too high with respect to ihe other two lines,
compared with L-S coupling. This may be caused by the
presence of a N i interstellar feature close to the 1199 A
line which makes the derived iquivalent width less
accurate.

V. Abundances

A by-product of the determination of curves of growth
for the stars is the column densities of Fe* and Mn*.
Since these are likely to be the dominant ion states of
Fe and Mn in an interstellar H t cloud, comparison
with the total column density in H and H ; gives the
abundance relative 10 hydrogen listed in Table 4. The

Table 4. Interstellar abundances of Fc and Mn compared v>ub the sun

Sur

re" a Vir
f)Ccr.
it Sco

iOph

Mn" i Oph

•1 Without \(»i,l

h
(km* "I

40
4.9

:2
7

7

• .v

(an-;i

18x10"
9.3*10''
i.lKlOM

5.0, I 0 "

) .7KI0"

\ (H ( + IMH.I
(cm : l

04 « 10"'
0.3 » 10""
6.3»10:"'t
1 3x IOJI

1.3xl0;i

ioaS;NH\

- 6 4
-5-5
-6.8
- 6 6

-7.9

logi.V/.V,,!
-i°g<7V;.v,,»£

-1.8
-0.9
- 2 ^
- 1 0

- 1 3
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Chapter 6

Observations of the Interstellar Na 3302 Doublet and the Interstellar
Sbdiuni Abundaiwce
K. S-;:de;Biier and^S. R.Pottasch
Kuplc'.n AMronnmict! Inshiulc L'.imi:r.\M\ nl Uronmgc:

Kccjtvcd Jiimun ifi. iyT-4

Summirv. Observations arc presented of the inter-
stellar neutral sodium UV doublel at 3302 A do be
called Na U doublet). Together with the scarce U line
data in the literature, these form the basis for deriving
accurate Na' column densities, which are an order of
magnitude larger than values derived frofn the D lines
alone. After allowance for lomzalion balance we find
'.hat in these clouds with strung D lines, the ratio of

total sodium to hydrogen is close to the solar abundance
value.
Using both doublets (I' and Dj we find th;il the internal
doppier velocities arc of the order of I 3 k;;i s ' in
most clouds

Key words: interstellar absorption lines
Na I lines curve of grow 111

abundances

I . Introduction

One of the problems in the study of the interstellar
me-ium is to determine accurately the amount of
mutcxal in a line of sight lo a particular star. High
spectral resolution studies have shown that there are
often several "clouds", defined by their proper radial
velocity, in a line of sight. If the amount of absorption
is known for one cloud, one tries to find the column
density based on the absorption theory, in particular
for doublet lines (Na D, + D, and Ca K + H) the curve
of growth theory has found wide application because
in principle the two lines define the curve of growth m a
umqu: way (see e.g- Slromgren, |948|.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of the amount of absorp-
tion determined is generally insufficient for use of this
theory if the lines are of comparable strength
Stromgren estimates that reliable results can be obtained
only if the doublet ratio DR > 1.3. but as is shown by
Niichman and Hobbs (i9J3j. larger DR also may lead
to unreliable column densities.

Analyses of observed N a p absorption together with
'hydrogen column densities yield a Na'/H'i column
density ratio of about 3 .t tO~" and an abundance of
of H)"6" which is a factor of 10 less lhan she solar
value (Hobbs, 1971 a: Savage and Jenkins; 1972). In
their lists is one exceptional case: a cloud m the direc-
tion of £ Oph hasa much larger column density ratio.
This result is essentially due to .the inclusion of the
observed strength of the NaUV doublel at 3302 A
(Herbig. 1968), which has a much smaller transition
probability, giving weak and almost unsaluraied lines.
Recently. Pottasch (1972) determined Na.W values lor
scverai interstellar clouds and it is noteworthy to see

that for the six cases where the Na 3302 double! is
used in finding ihe column density, the Na H ratio is
about 2u times larger than the above given value. Thus
it appears to be important lo obtain accurate observa-
tions of the Na I 3302 doublet to study this difference
in detail.
In the following we will call this Na ddublei the L1

doublet and as an analogue to the D lines the stronger at
3302.37 A is LU. the weaker at 3302.99 A is U,.
New spectrographic results obtained by us are presented
for 7 stars with 4 positive detections. Herbig has put a:
our disposal unpublished measurements of 5 stars ,md
the literature contains a few more determinations. Thus
we obtained a total of 16 stars in which the Na U
doublel is found, with 18 interstellar clouds useful for
the determination of the Na column density. With ihe
usual assumption that ihe internal motions in the cloud
have a maxwellian velocity distribution, the velocitv
dispersion a or the Slromgren (1948) velocity parameter
i> = ^-'2ii(krns"1)is,a|so derived.

2. New Observations of the U Lines

During four nights in April 197Z spectrograms were
obtained with the ESO 1.52 m spectrographic telescope
at Cerro La Silla (Chile) The high dispersion cpude
camera (3.3 A/mm) has been fused (Fehrenbach, 1968)
in the wavelength range of 2S0O-4200 A. A first reading
of some plates was performed with the Grant Compara-
tor System at the ESO Headquarters in Santiago de
Chile, but the final reduction is based on densitometry
with the Faul Coradi System at the Utrecht Asironomi-
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cal Institute. Table I displays the names of the stars
studied, together with the results for the individual lines.
Information on two plates has been combined for
Q '.en and for <5 Sco six plates were summed tc Find the
Na absorption The plate of I Sco unforlunalch shows
a speck at the position of the U, line. In the / Oph
plate there is clearly absorption a! —12 km s ' '\. but
the equivalent width is difficult to determine ami we
c timatc the U : line to have not more th,tn * mA.
Ikrbig provided iis with new L' line data from Lick
120 toude spectrograms The plates are taken with
2 2 A'mra and the equivalent widths of the U lines are
based on two plates each with the exception of ^ Sco
where on!) one plate is used In Tible 2 we reproduce
these data as thev were uunmiinitaled to us
The two samples of data have two stars in common.
l.i xOph our measurement gives a larger \\r\ than
Herbig obtains from two plates at larger dispersion,
so we prefer the latter data for the analysis. In <> Sco
our results are based on the average of 6 plates and
Herbig finds from one plate equivalent widths which
are larger. As he stated that the strength of weak lines
may be overestimated in noise we prefer our results in
this case.

3. Other Material and Discussion

The best studied U lines are the ones in £ Per. Spitzer
and Field (1955) observed this star and they give
27mA and 17mA for U» and U, respectively based on
an average of three plates. The Mount Wilson plate of
CPer obtained by van Woerdcn in 1964 at 2.8 A/mm
also shows the U doublet with 2? and 16 mA at
+ I jkms" 1 . Cohen (1973) estimates the strengths to
be 30 and 30 mA and Chaffee (1974) gives four deter-
minations at 1.2 A/mm giving 33 ± 1 and 23 + 1 mA.
Together with Herbig's data in Table 2 we conclude that
the best values are U2 = 33 ± I mA and U, = 23 + I mA
at i;,e= + I3kms~ ' .
In (i Per and c, Per data are available from Cohen (1973)
and Chaffec (1974) but there is considerable scatter in
the values. We will use averaged values, which at best
preserve both the equivalent widths themselves as well
as the doublet ratios observed, giving for <> Per U, = 60.
' , = 35 mA, DR = I 65 and for c Pti U j =40.
U, = 24 mA and DR = 1.70.
In Dunham's (1939) paper, where he constructs the first
interstellar curve of growth, the equivalent widths tn
/} Ori are given as 60 and 40 mA Spitzer and Field
11955) find 75 and 37 mA based on one plate. We will
use the averaged values U2 = 70, U, =40 mA.
The rcmaik by Dunham (I9.V7) that he used the out-
standing Na UV lines to search interstellar Ti n lines in
c Per. /. Ori, •/_ Aur, / 2 On and 55 Cyg. together with the
data available on four of these stars at present, indicates

• | Throughout thk paper heliocentric velocities will be used.

that the sLrength of the U lines to /. Ori may be about
55 and 35 mA.
Data for ; Oph are from Herbig U968) and for ,i Sgr
from Crutcher and Riegcl 119741
Scholz 11972) observed eight O type stars with four
positive detections of the I' lines. Data on ; On and
HD 1X8209 are inadequate for the present studj because
of lack of structure information HIJM662 seems
sufficicntlv weal to be usable Dr Si holz provided us
with tra< ings on Ah Aur and we find two absorption
components in this star as is indicated in Table 1

4. The U Line/Values

Since the observational determination by Filippov and
Prokovjev (1929) of relative /values for Na I (./,>,% - 69j.
most calculations agree in arriving at the same value for
the 3302.3 A transition (v, =0.0097 (for references see
Smith and Wiesr 197!). Kunze and Datla (1971) also
find /,,. -0.010 but Schmieder el ul. (1970) have mea-
sured the lifetime of the 4 p stale to be 95ns. which
implies ^,,=0.0137. Recent observations by Erman
el ul. (1974! confirm that lifetime measurement. In the
present study we have adopted the newest value
/, =0.0l4and consequent!) /L =0.007

5. Interpretation

We have interpreted the collected data for each star
with a curve of growth. We have assumed that each
interstellar cloud can be represented by a column den-
sity iVfcm"') of absorbers which have a maxwellian
velocity distribution, characterized by the velocity
parameter b (km s~'!. In most cases the relatively weak
U lines fall on the unsaturati-d pan of the curve of
growth, giving accurate column densities and ihe
combination with the D lines then gives the solution
for the velocity parameter.
The results are given in Columns 13 and 14 of
Table 3. and Column 15 gives the reliability of the solu-
tion. The estimated errors are in log N and in b respecti-
vely: A 0.1 and 25% B 0 J and 50 V C errors larger than
B are possible. Column densities derived with the DR
method from the D lines alone arc taken from literature.
On the average the difference between these results is
almost a factor of 10 (somewhat less than what is
mentioned in the introduction, due to improved /"values
and because Pottasch (1972) only used estimates of the
U line strengths).

In some cases the observed DVD, ratio appears to be
larger than what is allowed by the curve of growth. A
possible explanation is that spectrographically unresolv-
ed unsaturatcd components contribute to the total
D line strength (see e.g Nachman and Hobbs. 1973),
but not to the U lines which define the column den-
sity.
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N ) Table 3. Collected dula and interpretation

Name

,i Per

. Per

,: 1'i-r

Al A m

i Atir
• On

I Sco
.1 Sen
/Oph

/'Sgr
SSC'M!

tin

231X0

24412

.14078

.16.171

41117

54662

14.1275
I4NIH4

149757
I 54(V)O
I6(W,VJ
I«)S47X

166.4
162,3
16(1,4

172 1

175.8
I W.I)
189 6

.146,1
350,1
357.1

6,J
35OX

10 0

N5.K

- (7 K

- 16 7
... 13 i

- 2 1

- 0 6
- 1 2 0
- (19

+'2l 7
+ 22 5
+ 20.7

- 1.6
r 1.5

"I tktween brackets r,,rfILSR} is gi\en,
hl r'or sources >.)( V- line tluta see Paragraph
M This paper.

1

*

4-

t
4-

_

-

-

131
1.11

101

4i

I5t

26 (

I4l
I7 |
7 |

121
221
Kl

I5 |
2\
61

141

1-41

+ 4 |

4 41

41

4 7|

4 M ,

-4 II

- 1 J

+ 21
-21
- ( 0 1
* ,ll
- II
+ 7|

+ (il

4 ~"

6

60
.1.1

40

20

62
62
55
70
54
15

7
5

Id

51

i width in 111A

35
23
M

4

25

60

4 30
ISO

4W

100

711

1 6 1

2 1 ' )

'..': I

1 HuhtwilWtl
2 Savage and .lei\kin
3 Huhhs |W7.t|.

Hill
150

Mil

3K0

5411

Kesull In .m 1 ) 1 "

4 Spity-CI W (/.' I I1'

5 S c h n l / l l '»72l.

6 I l K b h s i i ' O i i i l .

i'l^'s.

H

I25
12.7

1.1.75

1 J,(i

12,')
12,6
1.! 2
l.l.x
12,0
12,5
I I 7
1 2 1
1 1 5

hcl

1 2

l l

l

' i

l

r.
i

tx

(1

1

•r.

<?•
a.

03
C

r 
und

V.

pc

s1
12'I

13.0



1 able i (continued)

III)

2

2.1 ISO
24.19H
24912

Results from

tog**

1.1

1 . 1 , >>
I.IH
1.17

!) + 1.1 lines

h
tkms ')

14

2-0
1 1
2 *>

Quality

15

A
A
A

• 16

21.2
21 2

Re(

17

4
4

21-cm

log.V,,

IK

2111
21 (1

Rcf

10

14
14

logNs H

20

- 7(!
-7,4
-75

34O7H

JftJ7t
lfiHfil
41117
54662

141637
14.1275
I4KIX4

166937
I9H47K

14.0
U.9
14.0
140
IJ.H
II 1
I2.M
I2.S
1175
l . t . 5

1 5

I.I.1)

121.1

1
4
I 5
j

I 0
2.5
10
1.5
2.6
1.3
I.X
2.1)

JCI.K

21,0
21.1

21 1

20')
21 2
21) 1
1\ I
21 (1
211 H
2 0 '
20.4
2 0 X 1
2 0 1
211')
2D.5
210

>»
12
>>
i )

h
12
( i

ft
6

I I
10
<>

-6,9
- 7 . 3
- 6 ' )
- 7 2
- 7 2

77
-H . I
- 7.6
- 7 1
- 7 6
- 6
-7.1
- 7 1

20 '

M e r r i l l <•/ ni I I9 . I7 )

W u i v u r ^inii W i l l i a m s ! I ' l l J l .

II) Cruichcr and Riejcl I ICJ74|.
II
!2

.NoUition iiho b;ueil on the ' ; of ihc I>:

Solution ni>unU based on t lino strength

Duuhk' slruftufc
Solution ;iK<i tuiscd on tlie ^hapc of ihe l ) ;

May be double iMcrbig. pn\;iu- L-omtnun!i.'n
No siruclurc mf«Mmotion kntiwn

Double, but not icwtlvttl in U lines

Iv^tifully Ouii'hcr :ind Riegcl (IM74|
Solution miiinly ba.si.-d on Hobhs 11%9| D_, profile
.V^ fits ivitli e>(imtited
int îl Hi,

I."i ( OIKTI H'>71).

14 Sanosi il̂ lftM diid pnvme cninnuinii.iiiinni,
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Also one may consider two equal clouds on the line of
sight which form a blend of fully saturated D lines.
The total equivalent width to be found equals the sum
of half the true absorption strength of each cloud and
the velocity separation of the clouds in wavelength
units Thus the doublet ratio for the total detectable
absorption is smaller than the doublet ratio from the
true absorption in each cloud, whereas ihctunsaturaled)
U lines still show the correct equivalent width.-Analysis
of this configuration: woi;ld~give almost the correct
column density but too large a velocity parameter b
(Munch. 19681
It is clear from these considerations that without knowl-
edge of the profile itself, the doublet ratio method can
give lake results. Large values of the internal velocity
parameters are derived from the absorption in jrAur
and x* Of'- which both are blends of two equal close
components in the Ca K line (Herbig. private communi-
cation), and in HD 54662 where no profile is available.
All the other solutions indicate internal doppler veloci-
ties of 1-3 km s '.
Hydrogen column densities can be found from Ly s
absorption or 2l-cm emission data. Ly J absorption
provides ,VH for the exact line of sight. One assumes
that the line is saturated with damping wings, bul some-
limes it is difficult to draw the stellar, continuum, this
causes random errors in .VH as large as a factor of two.
For six of our stars Ly i data are available from
Copernicus observations (Spitzer et al.. 1973) and from
the OAO-2 (Savage and Jenkins. 1972). The column
densities derived agree with what is found from 21 -cm
profiles. Spitzer i'f ul. (1973) have measured H2 molecular
absorption and we included H, in the total NH in
Column 16 of Table 3

For most of the low latitude siars 21-cm profiles arc
available at. or close to the position of the stars con-
sidered. For several clouds data given by Hobbs
f |971 a) are used. For six stars we estimated NH from the
measurements of Weaver and Williams (1973) using only
the emission component at the same radial velocity
as the Na component. In one case (AE Aur, + 4kms" ' )
no clsar velocity coincidence ss found, so no NH is
given. In six cases Dwingeloo profiles are used. We
estimate ;VH to be correct within a factor or two. The
last column of Table 3 shows the ratio N^, ,NH for
each cioud.

6. Ionization Balance and Abundances

In order to find the total amount of free sodium we
have to take into account the ionization equilibrium.
This can be done in two ways.
a) The electron density needed in the calculation can
be found from the Ca*/Ca ratio. Combining two ion-
ization equations and thus eliminating «,_ we have

KTl ' V,-.

For sixof our'-'clouds Ca"1 arid Ca- absorption strengths
are taken from White (197?) and Hobbs 11.971 b), and
theirdata are used together withthe derived curves of
growth to find the respective calcium column densi-
ties. The recombination coefficients (Scalon. I95t) are
almost equal for Na1 and Ca; as Inngas T<3000K.
l'holoioniTation rates used are those of de Boer et nl.
11973. and erratum) calculated for the general inter-
stellar radiation field. (Because both Na' and Ca are
ionized mainly by low-energy photons, the error
caused by using the average radiation density for a
particular line of sight will be small I The results of this
calculation are shown in Table 4.
hi Another possibility in finding the total amount of
interstellar Na is suggested by the fact that the Na H
ratios found are similar for all clouds. Though the ratios
are effected by errors in both Nv and A'H . 12 out of 16
are within a factor of 2 of the average value of
/VN, Nil - 10"' ' which is equal to the average from the
8 class A determinations. This suggests average condi-
tions in these clouds so we will apply an average ion-
i/ation equilibrium. The photoionization rale in the
general interstellar gas is TN, = 20x JO" l 2 s " ' (de Boer
ei al.. 1973) and assuming an average gas temperature
between 50 and 300 K the recombination coefficient is
8 x iO" l 2 cm J s~ ' ±50"D (Seaton. 1951). For the free
electron density we lake the average found by White
(1973). coi reeled for the use of the improved photo-
ionizalion rates of de Boer ci al- (1973) which slightly
raise White's nr to 0.1 cm"3, a value estimated to be
correct within a factor of 2. Thus the total amount of
free sodium relative to hydrogen is found to b? 10"5*
with an uncertainty of at most half an order of magni-
tude.

Because method a) could be applied reliably to only
four stars, giving the average NSt.!Nu = | O " " : , we
prefer as the final result NSa./N,, = 10" v" from method
b). This is very close to the abundance of sodium in
the sun. IO~57, as given eg. by Withbroe (1971). It is
interesting to see that also Savage and Jenkins (1972)
and Jenkins and Savage (1974) find the same difference
between the two methods of correction for ionization
balance. Our Na+/H ratio itself is only a factor 5 larger
than the results of Savage and Jenkins (1972) in spite of
the factor (0 in Na° column densities of those authors.
This difference is due to the choice of the parameters
used in the sonization correction, as well as to the values
of AfH used.
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7. Conclusions

In the present analysis we obtained the Na'/H° ratio
as given in Column 20 of Table 3. The two possibilities
for ionization balance give NN,..'NH = 10 *. Compared
(o the solar abundance cf sodium the difference is
small. However, the uncertainty in how much of the
hydrogen in these clouds with strong D lines is in fne~
form of H 2

: molecuies necessarily restricts our"; final
conclusion to the statement that free sodium may be
tinder abundant by a factor 2 to 3 in the interstellar
g a s . . . . i w • ' - • • " , ' - • - • • .- .;•-'•••- "'_;';••' '•'

We have also been, able to determine the value of h,
the doppler velocity, from the curye-of-growth. If we
omit the cases for which there in evidence that there are
at least 2 components, the velocity parameter is always
close to 2 km s"1. !n the case of C Oph it is 16 km s"1.
However from the Fe* lines a value of 7.0 km s' ' has
been derived ide Boer el u(_ 19745, Both observational
uncertainties and uncertainties in the /-values are much
too small to explain this difference. We therefore
caution against using these velocity parameters detei-
mined from Na : for other ions.
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Chapter 7

Measurements of Interstellar absorption lines between 3241 and 3S69 £

K.S. de Boer and S.R. Pottasch

Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, Grqningen, The Netherlands

Summary: We present profiles for the interstellar CallK absorption

lines towards a Car, 1 Sec, x Oph, HD 154090 and Y Ara, as well as

some results on interstellar Till and CN.

Key words: CallK - Till - CN - interstellar lines.

During four nights in April 1972, spectrographic observations

have been carried out at the ESO, La Silla, Chile, with the purpose

of investigating the interstellar Nal resonance doublet at 3302 8

(de Boer and Pottasch, 1974, paper I). We have reported the obser-

vational details and the results on the NalU lines in paper I. Because

the plates contain the wavelength range 2800 - 4100 8 at. 3.3 8/nrni it

seemed appropriate to also reduce the Call data for stars of interest

as well as the weak atomic and.molecularlines. JSo attention: has-been

given to the well studied stars p Leo and 5 Sco of the initial program.

In this note we present data as obtained from the plates of a Car,

|K 1 Sco, x Oph, HD 154090 and Y Ara.

With the dispersion used, the wavelength resolution on our plates

is about 0.1 A or 8 km s , which allows the discrimination of multiple

structure in several profiles. We therefore show (Figure 1) the pro-

*) Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory, Chile

!^ To be published in Astronomy and Astrophysics
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Table I

Data from the observed interstellar CAII lines

Name

HD

^°
tr°

Vrad (km s~\)

Heliocentric

CaK

CaH

references

a Car

79351

277.7

-7.3

6

46+4

26+5

b

1 Sco

141637

346.1

21.7

-30 -10

10*3 8+3

8+5 7+-5

' c,d

X Oph

148184

357.9

20.7

-26 -10

15^3 35+3

22+8 27+8

a,c

154090

350.8

4.3

-32 -3 +13 +23

total 250

total 160

c.d.e

y Ara

157246

334.6

-11.5

-8 0

total 32+3

total 22+4

d

a) Spitzer et al. (1950) c) Adams (1949) e) Rickard (1974)

b) Kennedy (1966) d) Buscon&be and Kennedy (1968)

files of the CallK lines in the 5 stars, supplemenred with CallH for

HD 154090. In Table 1 we give information derived from the profiles.

The noise in the spectra is enhanced at the position of the Ca H lines

and so their listed strengths are less accurate than the K line strength.

Part of the Ca data can be compared with results from other investiga-

tors. In general the agreement is good and we give the relevant refe-

rences as footnotes to the Table. We have to npjbe however^ that syste-

matic differiucese?ist in the equivalent wiidths obtained by one or

another author. E.g. comparison

d a t a ^ i c K ^ o s e pf Spitzer, Epstein and Li HeriC 1950) shows that BK =

SEL x 1.2 with scatter for"individual values^,

In;the spectral range observed several other atomic and molecular

lines are known (see e.g. Herbig, 1968). We have searched the four plates

for these and in most cases we only obtained upper limits of 5m8 to the
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line strength. The positive results are displayed ir "" ' "- 2.

It is interesting to note the similarity ir . -rption struc-

ture in x Oph and c Oph, which are separated by 7° in the sky which

at a distance of 170 pc is about 20 pc. The NalD lines are very similar

in these stars (see Hobbs, 1969) both showing the weak component at

10 to 15 km s to the blue of the main feature and our CaK profile in

X Oph is very similar to the CalXKprofile of C Oph of Marschall arid Hobbs

(1972). And, as in c, Oph (Herbig, 1968), in x Oph the Till absorption

also occurs in this weak component. One can derive column densities

without ambiguity: log NTi+ = li.8 and log NCa+ = 11.4 in the -26 kra s"
1

component. Their ratio is equal to the. ratio in z, Oph, but the column

densities inxOph are a factor 2.5 larger. If these data are included

in the log N T i + v.s. log NGa+ plot of Wallerstein and Goldsmith (1974), :

(Eneirpigure 1 to be referred to as WG) the x Oph point nicely fills

the gap of WG.

In HD 154090 the Till absorption is seen at the velocity of the

strongest Call component. Taking only the central dip with W,. = 110 nS.

and WH = 93 mA, two solutions to the curve of growth are possible. The least

saturated one has b = 3 km s and log Nc + = 12.7, the other is close

— 1

to the damping part of the curve of growth with b = 1.3 km s and log

NCa+ =.14.1. The column density of Ti is unaffected by this problem

and it is log NT^+ = 12.0. If the least saturated solution is correct these

data give a point in WG in the crowded area, but the damping wing solution

would lie far beyond the high Ca* boundary of the WG figure.

The strength of the only positively detected molecule, CN in

HD 154090, gives a column density N = 5 x 10 cm '. For completeness

we Tefer to the few other optical detections of this molecule as listed

by Frisch (1972).
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For the individual tel lines only upper limits to the strengths

can be given. Because their f-values differ only very little, we have

in x Oph and HD 154090 added the three spectra together to reduce the

noise but even then no line is seen.

Acknowledgements. We are very much indebted to Dr. D.A. Seintema for

the use of his program library for the reduction of interstellar

lines from spectrographic plates. Many thanks are due to Mr. G. van
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Table 2

Positi"° detections of Till and CN

Name x Oph HD 154090

V , (km s~') -26 -3
rad

T i l l 3383.76 13 + 5 1 8 + 5

3241.98 10 1 0 + 5

CN 3874.61 8 + 5

Fig. 1. Profiles of interstellar calcium lines. The filled triangles

in each velocity scale give the zero point for LSR velocities.
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Chapter 8 / "; . <-

Interstellar Carbon I Lines in f; Ophiuchi

K.S. deiBoer and D;C. Morton

Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, Groningen, The Netherlands and

Princeton University Observatory, Princeton, U.S.A.

Summary. With the help of two new /-values of CI lines obtained

from the spectra of Z, Pup and -y2 Vel, we show that the interstel-

lar CI spectrum in Z. Oph obeys an optical-depth relation similar

to the one observed with Na I. From this , the relative strengths

for 19 multiplets are determined.

.From the literature a l l processes to excite neutral carbon are

collected and the dominant ones ate used to calculate populations

of the fine-structure levels as a function of *» and T.
n

From these data we find evidence that the CI lines are formed in

the dense cloud in front of t, Oph at a heliocentric velocity of

-14,4 km s . The observed column-density ratios of the C° fine-
structure levels lead to a total density of H nuclei Uj, : 220 to

660 cm since Nu ~ N,,n. However, the electron density and observed
2 A i

C+ abundance imply nu - 10 on" , with a gas layer of 0.05 pc
"t

thick. At present we cannot decide between these two results.

Key words: transition probabilities - Interstellar matter - carbon

To be published in Astronomy & Astrophysics.
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1, Introduction

The complete far ultraviolet spectrum of c, Oph as measured by

the Copernicus spectrometer shows many interstellar absorption

lines identified as CI transitions (Morton, 1975). In ? Oph,

possibly six different clouds can be distinguished, four at the

radial velocities between -18 and -9 km s (Hobbs, 1973) and two

between -29 and -25 km s as can be seen from the NalD pro-

files (Hobbs, 1969).

According to Morton (1975) the central wavelengths of the Cl

lines indicate that they probably originate in the first group

of clouds, which also have the strongest lines of Nal and Call.

Furthermore, there are no systematic differences in radial velo-

city between the lines arising from the ground state P and those
3 3

from the two excited fine-structure levels P. at 16.40 and P? at

43.40 cm . However, the Copernicus wavelength calibration is not

yet sufficiently accurate to decide which of the four clouds produces

the CI lines. If the velocity dispersion of these atoms could be es-

timated from a curve of growth, it should be possible to identify the

cloud and estimate the column densities in each level.

The compilation of Morton and Smith (1973) lists f-values for four

CI multiplets in the wavelength region shortward of 1400 A where

the Copernicus spectra are most reliable. In Table 1, the labora-

tory f-value for multiplet 9 is from this reference and was based

on a beam-foil lifetime taken from Bromander (1971), while the values

for multiplets 4 and 5 were derived from recent phase-shift lifetimes

by W.H. Smith (priv. comm.). These new lifetimes should provide

significant improvements over the arc measurements which Morton and

Smith had to adopt for multiplets 4 and 5. Multiplet 7 also has a

reasonably reliable lifetime from Bromander but in C Oph the lines

from each level are hopelessly blended. Since the remaining multi-

plets are almost equally strong due to saturation effects, we have

determined additional f-values following the procedure of de Boer

et al. (1974) by using the measurements of weak CI lines in the
2

spectra of c, Pup and y Vel (section 2). Once sufficient f-values

are known, the curve of growth for the CI lines is constructed
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and additional f-vaiues are derived (section 3).

In section h we discuss the excitation processes of neutral carbon

under interstellar conditions and the population of the fine-struc-

ture levels is calculated. The observed amounts of neutral carbon

in tire ground state are compared with these calculations and from

the CI data alone it is found that the density in the absorbing gas

is of the order of 100 particles per cm"' at a temperature of 100K.

2. Hew CI f-values from the Spectra of 5 Pup and Y^Vel

From the analysis by de Boer and Pottasch { 1973) »re knew that in the

gas to C Pup the velocity parameter b -• 5 Km s for Ha" and Ca . Here

b/'S is the one-dimensional velocity dispersion in the line of sight.

Because the coefficients for recombination to Na~ and C ' have a constant

ratio up to T ̂ 5000 K, the neutral carbon atoms probably exist with the

sodium atoms, though the actual relative amounts will depend on the

element abundances and the photoioniaation rates of each species. There-

fore we shall assume that the observed CI lines also refer to a gas with

b>5 km s . Moreover the CI lines in Z Pup £

no effect of saturation is to be expected.

b>5 km s . Moreover the CI lines in £ Pup and y Vel are so weak that

The plot of the three lines in ? Pup (Table 1) with known f-value shows

scatter about the unsaturated curve of growth. This can be due to un-

certainties in the observed line strengths as well as incorrect rela-

tive f-values for these lines. Errors of 50$ in the strength of these
• 2

weak lines m t, Pup and y Vel are possible. The resonance lines at

XX 1260.T36 and 1280.135 (multiplets 9 and 5) have similar f-values and

we have chosen them to be the reference point in the f-value scale in

Table 1. New f-values are found for the two resonance lines at XX1193.031

and 1157.910. For the first one we shall adopt the average value from

C Pup and y~Vel to be log fX=1.85±. 1-

For z, Pup, a complete spectrum in the far ultraviolet is available at

high resolution. Inspection of these scans at the position of several

resonance lines which are strong in t. Oph} yield only upper
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Table 1

ODserved CI resonance lines in C Pup and "1 Vel a)

Star A(S) MuU.nr. leg W /»
:or strength log tX (>• in 5)

laboratory present r e suk b !

; Pup 1326.833 4 -5.2 (4) I Ml 2.2

-5.7 (1) 1.78

-S.t. ', 3} 1.68

- 5 . 7 (2) 1.7

- 3 . 8 (1) ! .6

- 5 . 8 • 'I i 1 . 7 8

- 5 . f a U) i.68

-<>.•'< ( ? ) 2.0

1328.833

1280.135

1260.73b

1 193.031

i 157.910

!280.135

I2b0.73b

1 193.03!

4

5

Q

1 1

16

5

9

1 •

Upper limits irons " Pup:

log f> S 1.2 for 1193.996 (rault. 9.02), 1188.833 (14). 1157.186 (17),

1155.809 (19), 1139.789 (22) and 1128.075 (26).

log IX < 1.1 for 1129.318 (24.01) and 1129.196 (25;.

a) Error in log U^/i for single scan ^'JQX. In Brackets the number of scans averaged.

Possible errors in log fi are +0.1.

b,1 Final values are tu hi- found in Table 4 and Table A
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limits for the equivalent widths equal to 2e as defined by Jenkins

et al. (!973). In this way upper limits tor the respective f-values

are found as listed at the bottom of Table 1.

The transition probabilities- in CI sre^vell-described;by L-S

coupling theory. Table 2 shows thje:.rell4ti^e?:fevalues>!within'£tne-

P- D° and P- P multiplets, ignoring the very small wavelength

differences involved . For those multiplets in which a new f-value

or ar. upper limit is found for the ero-ond-state transition, L-S

coupling predicts the f-values for the other trans itions in the mul-

. With these data it is possible to proceed to £ Oph.

3. The Curve of Growth in c, Oph and more CI f-values

a) Single-cloud hypothesis.

The set of f-values and upper limits derived above (Table 1) has beer, used

to plot the curve of growth for the carbon lines from the excited

states in C Oph using the equivalent widths from Morton (1975). For

the doubly excited state 'P,-, it is clear that the b value is very small,

i.e. less thap 1.5 km s , and the singly excited lines show that b

should be larger than 0.7 km s . When the two curves of growth &*"e

shifted to each other (thus eliminating differences in column density)

the best fit is obtained at b = « km s

Having thus settled on a most probable value of b, an analysis was

made of the lina strengths in the JP- P° CI raultiplets, 5, 9, 9.02

and 14 on the basis of L-S coupling theory. In these multiplets

the two lines from the doubly excited state defined an arbi-

trary log Nf>- at a chosen b value, as well as the three lines from

the first excited state which gave log NfX in the same scale. The

difference in these two in each multiplet gave Alog N of the two

excited carbon states, independently of possible errors in the ab-

solute scale of f-values. It turned out that a small region in b gave

internally consistent results, with the best values at b = 1.0 tan s

and Alog N • -0.95 with an estimated error of 0.1 in both. We also
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-4.5-

3?
O -5.0-

-5.5-

1 1

CI in £Oph
1

/

/ x̂  ^"1^-—~—"^

• x

r < i r

15.0 16.0
log NfX

17.0

Fig. I. The curve of growth for CI lines in r, Oph. The entries are

from multiplet 5, 9, 9.02 and 14: • is CI( 3P 2), x is C1(
3P ) and

c is CI( P ) including multiplet A, A are the four Nal lines and the

dashed line is the optical depth relation for Nal (see section 3 and

de Boer, I97A).



tried the large value b = 2.5 km s but this resulted in contra-

dictions with the f-values derived from E, Pup and >~Vel. Based on

b = 1.0 kin s and Alog N = -0.95 the total curve of growth for

both excited levels in the multiplets 5, 9, 9.02 and I •i was made,

and so relative f-values could be found.

b) Carbon I analysed with Sodium I

A different approach to the CI line data is possible. In the inter-

stellar gas, the neutral states of the elements with ionization po-

tential well below 13.6 eV, probably exist together. From Hobbs (1973)

it is clear that the dominant contribution to the total NalD line

strength in c Oph is from the blend at v , = -15 km s . An analysis

of the profile by de Boer (197&) along the lines indicated by Nac'nman

and Hobbs (5 973) shows that & components are present, of which one at

-!4.4 km s has the highest column density log N,, o = i 3.85 +_. 10 and

the lowest velocity parameter b = 0.8 km s . The other clouds, which

do not show up in the KI profile (Hobbs, 1973), contain less than 1/20

of the Na° column density in the main cloud. This profile decomposition

also explains the strength of the Nal lines at 3302 R. The column den-

sity is different from the one given by de Boer and Pottasch (1974) who,

implicitly, analysed their data on the basis of the single-cloud hypo-

thesis. If now C is distributed over the line of sight to ; Oph in the

same way as Na , the CI line data should have the optical-depth relation

mentioned above i.e. log (W,/X) o vs. log NfX. It turns out that this

relation is almost a straight line connecting the data on the NalU and
3 3

the NalD lines. Analysing the line strengths in the P- P° multiplets

5, 9, 9.02 and 14 (see Table 3) on basis of L-S coupling (Table 2) gives

the relative f-value.s of these multiplets. They are almost equal to those

derived with method a),butAlog N = -0.8 for the excited levels.

c) The CI ground-level lines

For the lines from the excited levels, methods a) and b) seem to be

equally valid, though the fit with b) is slightly better. The ground-

level absorption lines, however, do not fit nicely to the curve with

b = 1.0 km s .If the strongest line is put on the damping part of

the curve of growth, several other lines appear to be too strong,
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Table 3

Carbon I. lines in r, Cph used for the curve-of-growth analysis

multiplet

4 3P - 3po

5 3p _ 3p°

9 3p „ 3po

.02 3P - 3P°

14 3p - 3p°

Jr.

0

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

1

2
2

0

I

1

1

2

2

u

- 1

- 0

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 0

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 0
- 1

_ 2

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 0

- 1

- 2

- !

- 2

"" 1

- 0

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 2.

•:-.r-::l.328;

1329.

1329;

1329.

1329.

1329.

1280.

1280.

1280.

1279.

1280.

1280.

1260.

1260.

1260.

126!.

1261.

126!.

1193.

1194,

1194,

1193,

1194,

1194,

1188,

1188,

5189.

1189

1189

1189

)

833 as -•

086;

100

600

578

135

597

404

890

84 7

333

736

.927

,996

.122

,426

,552

.996

.406

.229

.679

.614

.064

.833

.992

.065 •

.249

.447

.631

log (WX/A)

~ \ • . •

V -4.34 (3) c )

I
\ -4.60 c)

j

-4.58 (3)

-4.80

-4.92

-4.84 (3)

-5. :!

-5.02

-4.52

-4.75

-4.83

-4.92 (2)

-5.04

-4.91

-4.6!

-5,00

-5.18

-4.88

-5.27

blend

-4.67

-4.97

-4^86

-4.99

-5.18

-5.!3

a) Other CI line strengths will be/given by Morton (1975)

b) Multiplet identifications and wavelengths are taken frcra Moore (1970)

and Kelly <1968)

c) The total absorption in the blend can be calculated on basis of the re-

lative f values in the multiple! as a function of 8£\ for any choossn b value

In parenthesis the number of scans averaged.
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and if the weaker lines are put to the flat part of the curve of

growth the strongest lines are too weak. With method b) the ground-

level lines with their derived f-vaiues, clearly do fit to the log

W, A vs. log NfX relation from Nal. Also Morton (1975) has shown

that from the relative radial velocities measured, the GI lines most

probably originate in the -15 km s blend. We therefore will continue

the f-value analypif with this optical-depth relation.

d) Results and discussion

Using the above meritionfid optical depth relation and information from

all three fine-structure levels in the millitplets of Table 3 we solve

for the f-valises as given in Table 4 and the column densities as. given

belcw. It appears that the strength of multiplets5 and 9 is reversed from

what was assumed in the beginning (Table 0- This result is confirmed

by calculations on ths CI lines in £ Per, and it does not change appre-
2

ciably the f-values derived from £ Pup a-d y Vel, because the scatter

of the resonance lines about the particular curves of growth limits the

accuracy there. The explanation may be that-the f-values we started with

for these multiplets were determined in different ways and probably not

well correlated with each other.

For these ?- P° multipiets (Table 4), only the ground state is given,

because the other f-valueis easily can be inferred frora L-S coupling

(Table 2). This f-value sc.-ile is chosen such that log fX of the 1260,736

line of muliplet 9 equals the experimental value of 1.7 (see Morton and

Smith, 1973). This implies that the values derive;! in section 2 for multi-

plets 11 and 18 have to be scaled down by 0.1 in log fX to match Table 4.

Special remarks on several other multiplets and their .f-values are given

in the Appendix,

With the log fA values of Table 4, the column densities in the fine,

structure levels are derived. In the ground level C°( PQ) are 2.2 x 10

atoms cm , in the first excited level C°( Pj) are 1.1 x 10 and in

C°(JP,) are 2,5 x 10 atoms cm" . The errors are about 15 per cent for
3

the excited levels j*»rf about 40 per cent for P , The total of neutral
1 5 - 2 °

carbon is 3.6 (+.8) x 10 cm and the column density ratios are log

43
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Table 2

Relative oscillator strength of transitions within a CI

multiplet if L-S coupling is valid

3P - 3P ~ -3P°

- J log f
rel

0 -

1 -

1 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

1

1

2

1

2

3

2.00

1.40

1.88.

0.00

1.18

1.92

0

1

1

1

2

2

- 1

- 0

- 1

- 2

- 1

- 2

2

i

1

I

!

1

.00

.52

.40

.62

.40

.88

Table 4

Adopted f values for CI linesa' from £ Oph Curve of Growth

Multiplet - J
u

log f A(X in R)

4

5

9

9.02

14

3P -
3 P -
3P -

: 3 P ° ;
3po
3PO

3P°
3P°

0

0

0

0

0

.-. 1

- I

- 1

- 1

1328.833

1280.135

1260.736

1193.996

1188v833

2.2

1.55

1.70

1.05

1.30

a) Additional f values are discussed in the Appendix.
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Since the f-values we have determined are tied to the experimental

life-time qf only one transition, the column densities depend in

absolute measure on the f-value of this transition. However, the

general consensus on the value of the life-times of several CI multi-

plets (Bromander, 1971, W.H. Smith, Priv. comm.) indicates that the

absolute error in the column densities is less than a factor of 3.

Furthermore the derived ratios of the population in the fine structure

levels and the deductions thereof in section 5 remain unchanged.

4. Carbon IVgxeitation

The ratios of the populations in the fine-structure levels of the

ground state of neutral carbon can be interpreted in terms of gas

density and kinetic temperature. In a dense gas the main mechanism

for exciting these levels is collisions with hydrogen atGms, and in

rarefied gasses the resonance absorptions of starlight, with subse-

quent decay to the fine structure levels, will provide a minimum

population in these levels. We shall discuss these processes in detail

and finally the level populations will be calculated as function of n..

and T, - .km

a) Hydrogen atom collisions have been studied by Bahcall and Wolf

(1968). The cross section for this process is given as

<ov^lu = 4.6 x 10~
10 T 1 / 6 P U 1 Jg exp(-AE/kT) (cm3 s"1)

where P , is a weighting function which for triplet transitions is

given in equations (49) of 3ahcall and Wolf.

b) The cross section for proton excitation of neutral atoms has not

been calculated in detail, but from the order-of-maghitude estimate

of Bahcall and Wolf it is clear thatin a cool gas, where n-,/np > 100,

the excitation probability' of carbon due to neutral hydrogen atoms is

an order of magnitude larger than excitation by protons. This holds also

for the high temperature limit and so protons seem only to be important

in HII regions with nl/np < 100.

c) Electrons are very inefficient in exciting the fine-structure levels

in neutral atoms. Bahcall and Wolf (1968) discuss their improbable con-

tribution, so arguments are not repeated here. At temperatures above
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.20

-1 --1.75 -078 -

2
logT

2
logT

Fig. 2. Logarithmic values for the population ratios in the fine-structure

levels of neutral carbon as a function of ng and T. The statistical limit

is indicated in the top of the figure, the radiative limit is given in the

bottom. Subscripts refer to level J values, a) is n,/n and b) is n,/n..
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IOOOK electrons can excite carbon to the D2 and
 JS levels and

the subsequent decay brings C° mainly in the 3P~ state. The process

will not be considered here but it is of importance at those tempe-

ratures.

d) Dalgarno and McCray (1972) suggest that hydrogen molecules also

can excite fine-structure levels. Since the H, density can be conside-

rable in the interiors of clouds we corrected the hydrogen density n bv

assigning one quarter of the atomic-hydrogen cross section to each mole-

cule- All other interstellar particles have too little abundance to con-

tribute to coltisional excitation.

e) The ultraviolet resonance absorptions act to populate the fine-

structure levels, due to the different decay probability to each JP

level. The effect is small compared to collisions, except if n, < 10 cm ,

where it is the dominant excitation mechanism. The above derived set of

new f-values for CI multiplets is used in this calculation, witn the

radiation density of the solar neighbourhood of Witt and Johnson (1973)

and the far UV extension WJ1 as given by de Boer et ai. (1973). The GI

multiplets UV2 through UV5 contribute most to this excitation but UV7

and 11 also are of importance to populate P,. E.g. the excitation pro-
3 3 —10 — 1

babiiity from P Q to P. turns out to be 6 x 10 s .We have neglected

optical depth effects in the resonance lines. It is justified to use this

first order approximation because with increasing optical-depth the gas

density also increases and then collisions with hydrogen atoms start

to dominate the excitation. A nearby strong UV source will increase the

radiative excitation probabilities. The effect depends on the shape of

the UV spectrum, but it will cause mainly an increase in the minimum
3Pl/3PQ ratio.

•\" ' 3"

f) The Po~ Pj transition of CI is at 0.06 cm, at thesteep edge of the

3 K microwave background radiation. Direct excitation by this radiation

is at a rate of 5 x 10 s , an order of magnitude less than the exci-

tation via UV resonances. Deep in the cloud a considerable amount of

PQ- PJ photons may be present from the decay of the P. level. From

the calculations of Walmsley (1973) it follows that even at very high

densities these decay photons never dominate the above mentioned exci-

tation mechanism though the radiation density may show a peak at the

wavelength of this infrared transition.

g) Population of the excited levels due to recombination is also unim-

portant in carbon. Its effect can be compared with hydrogen collisions

using the ratio n-,^ov)n_o/n o(T)nr+ where n refers to the subscripted

particle density and a(T) is the recombination coefficient. Only at low
47



temperatures <ov>/cs(T) can be very small but then the gas will be

unionized and presumably nco/nc+ > 0.3, so the above mentioned

ratio stays well above unity.

h) The natural decay for the fine structure levels was most recently

calculated by Nussbaumer (1971), who gave A~. = 2.7 x 10 s , A)0 =

7.9 x 10 s~ and A,. = 1.9 x 10 s , where the subscript refers to

the level J values. Stimulated emission is unimportant.

Reviewing all the processes which might be involved, it is clear that

the excitation by hydrogen-atom collisions dominates the others, ex-

cept at low densities and low temperatures where the radiation field

maintains a constant level of excitation. In Figure 2 the logarithms

of the population ratios in neutral carbon are shown as functions of

T and nu, based on hydrogen collisions and UV resonance excitation. The
3 3

minimum population due to the diffuse radiation fields is P./ P : 0.02

and 3P2
/3pi S °-!5'

5. Gas densities and Discussion

The amount of C ( P2) derived with method b) is equal to the result

of method a). This indicates that no saturation problems are present

in these lines if they are formed with b " 1.0 km s . This result

could have been anticipated. From the profile analysis of de Boer

(1974) it follows that there is a column-density difference in Na°

between the main cloud and the adjacent components of at least a factor

of 20.-This difference is not necessarily equal to the volume-density

ratio in these components, but the low b value is a strong indication

of a short path length. One thus can expect that what is seen in

C°( P2) is mainly in this cloud. The lines of the ground level C°( P )

will be formed according the relation log W,/X vs. log NfX for Nal and

they do fit indeed. For the C°( P.) lines the optical-depth relation
T 3

may be in between the ('P,) and the ( F ) ones. Therefore N,3O , fromi o I F|!

method a) may be overestimated, and method b) may give an underestimate,

but the difference actually is less than a factor 2.
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The derived column densities give log N( Po) - log N( P.) = 0.65 + 0.15
3 3 ~

and log N( Pj) - log N( P Q ) = 0.3 + 0.20. Using these values as popula-

tion ratios, the calculations of section 4 now lead to a gas density of

iiu ; 100 cm and a temperature T = 100 K. If indeed C°(3P ) is under-
_3 '

estimated, the data easily allow n u = 300 cm and 1 ; 30 K. The correct-
n

ion for the contribution of FL to the.excitation, with, log N^ow= 20.72

and log NH = 20.62 from Morton (1975), isV- MH[' +O-25 V V T 1 = V-20
_3 _ T

so that n o - 85 cm and n - 70 cm . Thus the total number of hydro-

gen nuclei n = 220 or possibly a factor 3 larger as suggested above.

The temperature range brackets the temperature obtained from the lowest

J-levels of molucular hydrogen. Spitzer et al. (1974) derived T = 56 K,

which should represent some mean kinetic temperature because of the

thenaalization by the charge-exchange process as discussed by Dalgarno

et al. (1973). One extreme for the errors in the C ratios permits

n,, = 100 cm and T = 1000 K, which is ruled out by the H, data, but the

other limit of n H
 = 10 cm and T - 20Kis permitted because half the

H2 could be concealed at a low temperature if the remaining molecules

were at 115 .

The gas density also can be inferred from the free-electron density. Since

the hydrogen is unlikely to be significantly ionized in clouds, the elec-

trons must be supplied by C , the most abundant of the ions. Therefore

the ratio of the number of electrons to the number of hydrogen nuclei

nfi/(n o + 2nH ) should represent the carbon abundance. Morton (1975)

finds log N r + = 17.0 + 0.2 so that the carbon abundance is log N«/N.. =

-4..1. From the observed atom-ion ratios of C, Mg, S and Ca Morton (1975)

obtained n = 0.7 cm" , and n u = 10.^"' x n = 10* cm~3 which could be
e ti£ e

consistent with the C° column densities if T = 20 K. If the carbon were

undepleted the density would be reduced to 2 x 10 , while correction for

any of the observed C that might be in RTI regions would increase nfl .

Alternatively if n were determined from the Fe°/Fe ratio, for which
_3 e

n = 0.02 cm (Morton, 1975), the density of hydrogen nuclei would be
e _3

n H - 250 cm , in agreement with the result from the carbon excitation.

Herbig (1968) also found a moderately high density in the direction of

C Oph. A repetition of his analysis with the new values for N H and N« j.
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and a recombination coefficient for T = 56 K gives the low and high n H

respectively depending on whether the abundances of C and Na are depleted,

as implied by Morton's analysis, or are normal.

At present we cannot choose between njj '" 250 obtained from Fe /Fe or

the best estimates of the.-; C° ratios and n H ~ \Qp* der ived; tf romhe°/0*,
t

Mg°/Mg+, S°/S+, and Ca°/Ca+. In the full account of all the Copernicus

observations of ? Oph, Morton (1975) preferred the higher density, but

then the absorbing cloud was only 0.05 pc thick, which is very small

with regard to the possible extent of the cloud over about 25 pc in front

of several Sco-Oph stars. Since c Oph has considerably more interstellar

extinction than the other stars, there could be a particular condensation

in the direction of Z, Oph. With the density n,, = 250 cm" , the thickness

of the gas layer would be about 2 pc. Also we have assumed that hydrogen

is perfectly neutral. If only 1.4 in 10J hydrogen atoms were ionized, the

carbon abundance argument would lead to nw
 = 500 cm , which does not
t

conflict with the carbon excitation, but then it would be difficult to

understand the observed HD abundance which depends on nH+ (see Morton,

1975).
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6. Concluding Remarks

We have determined a relative f-value scale for the resonance lines

of CI. The column densities in the three ground-state levels of neutral

carbon on the line of sight to C Oph thus may have a systematic error,

but the coluinri-Hdehsity ratios are correct. The gas density in the neu-

tral cloud in front of 5 Oph is at least n^o = ^ 4 100 c m / b a s e d

on the collision cross sections of Bahcall and Wolf (1968).

On basis of our log fX scale we mention for completeness the column
2

densities of ground state carbon in front of ? Pup and Y Vel. These

are equal with log NrO=12.8+.l. It is noteworthy that the amount of Na°

in these stars is equal as well, contrary to the average difference

of a factor of 2 for most of the species seen (de Boer and Pottasch,

1973) . This gives confidence in the assumption made that Na° and C go

together in interstellar space.
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Appendix

In the following we shall comment briefly on the appearance

of a few Cl nsultiplets in the oeetrum of C Oph (for equiva-

lent widths, see Morton, 1973) *P - PQ. The multiplets 4, 5,

9, 9.02 and 14 are well defined as discussed in the main text.

The f value for raultiplee 15.0! is based on only the transi-

tions ̂  - il eqlials 2 — 2 and 1 - 1 , but they give a perfect

fit to the curve of growth. Multiplet 19 shows clearly the 2 - 2

line but the 2 - i is rather weak. The I - 1 and 1 - 0 tran-

sitions form a blend and it is supposed that both have half of

the observed 37 mA. Such a decomposition has also been applied

to multiplet 23 and so fX could be determined. Lines of multiplet

24.01, 26 and 27.04 are not clearly defined in the Z Qph spectrum.

In multiplet 26.03, of which the 0 - I transition blends with the

interstellar Fe III line, J - J equal 1 - 0 and 1 - 1 are

blended and its strength leads only to an approximate value of log

fX as given in Table A. Multiplet 21.01 is rather mixed with P - D°22.

Multiplet 3 is seen in the Copernicus spectra but the strength of its

lines is uncertain due to a weak signal. Multiplet 2 remained unobser-

ved.

P - D°. **t C Oph multiplet 7 is heavily blended, internally, so that it

could not be used directly. However with the derived column densities, the

observed line strengths do fit with log fX=2.3 for the ground state line,

though Bromander's measurement implied log fX=2.06. The f-value for tnul-

tiplet 11 is from G Pup and v Vel because in t Oph all the lines form

blends. In multiplet 16;mostCI lines blend with others but the f-

value from 5 Pup seems to be all right. For multiplet 22 we can esti-

mate froo the excited levels that the resonance line has log fX = 0.0

but then this line seems to be far too strong. Multiplet 25 is not

clearly seen due to enhanced noise. Multiplet 27, with the resonance

line close to an Fe III line has only two measurable lines J. J
1 1 — u

equals 2 - 2 and 0 - I. From the excited line we estimate log fX ^ 0.8

and thus the resonance line has log fX = 0.9 which fits with the curve

of growth of C°.
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Table A

Log fX values for miscellaneous other CI lines.

The fX values are in the same scale as Table 4.

The estimated accuracy is 0.3 in log fA but larger

errors are possible when the colon: is added.

Multiplet J - J A<8) log fX (X ip. %)
I u

15.01

19

23

26.03

7

11

16

27

7.01

12

17

25.01

26.01

6

3 P -
3 P -
3 P -
3 p -

3 P -
3 P -

3D _
3 p -

3 P -

3 P -

3 P -

3 P -

3 P -

3 P -

V
3po

3po

3po

V
3D°
ho
3D°
>P°

ipO

'P°

IpO

Ipo

3F°

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

1 -

0 -

1 -

2 -

0 -

1 -

0 -

1 -

0 -

1 -

2 -

1 -

2 —

2 -

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

1158.324

1155.809

1138.383

1122.518

1277.245

1193.031

1157.910

1122.443

1276.482

1276.750

1192.218

1192.451

1192.835

1157.186

1157.405

1128.477

1128.686

1128.171

1128.380

1128.724

1279.056

1279.229

1279.498

0.6

1.4

0.7

-0.3:

+2.3

1.8

1.5

0.9

1.2

0.3

0.5

+0.4

<0.2

-0.2

0.0

-0.5:

+0.5

0.1

<-0.4

<+0.2

0.3

0.7

0.2:
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P - P°. Several lines from intercombination levels are seen.

Because no predictions can be made concerning the relative

strengths within a multiplet, no check on individual f-values

is possible. Five multiplets were reasonably well measured, The

lines in multiplet 17 appear more to the red than predicted, indi-

cating the upper level to be at 86415.0 cm rather than 86416.55 as

quoted by Moore (1970).

3P .. 3pom Only multiplet 6 is well observed in t, Oph. The results

are listed in Table A,

Additional measurements in the £ Oph spectrum are needed to improve

the derived f-values, notably those of multiplets 26.03 and 27 of

which the ground-state absorption lines blend with the only inter-

stellar Fe III line accessible with Copernicus.
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Chapter 9 : :

The analysing procedures

Throughout the l i t e r a tu re the in terpre ta t ion of the observed inter-

s t e l l a r l ines has been based on the curve of growth (COG). A COG re-

presents the relat ion between the number of absorbers N in a column _

of gas and the to ta l absorption or equivalent width W in a t r ans i -

tion at wavelength X and osc i l l a tor strength / :

tf A versus N/J..

This relation, in fact the relation for the optical depth T, for the

absorption line in the gas, is linear for weak, lines, logarithmic at

larger N/- and it is a squareroot relation for strong lines which have

developed the natural damping wings. For a discrete amount of gas under

uniform conditions this relation is described in detail e.g. by Unsold

(1965) or for interstellar lints by Munch (1968). The amount and the

shape of the absorption in the spectrum (the profile)depend also on the

kinetic behaviour of the absorbers on the line of sight. The i-sual as-

sumption is that they obey a raaxwellian velocity distribution with dis--

persion o(km s ). For interstellar lines this velocity is character-

ized by b = /2o km s , often called velocity spread.

Because interstellar lines are very narrow, observations havt yielded

often only information on the total amount of absorption W.. The only

way to interpret these is to use the COG relation. A special solution

^ J ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ /-value
;of ^ ^ l i n e s ail^s a tabulation of.W^ vs : N andb(Stromgren,

^With this COG method implicitly a homogeneous gas on the line of

sight is assumed. Since the high spectral resolution observation of Hobbs

i 1 ^ 9 ^ * — v e r y complex structure of the interstellar absorption pro-

files has found wide recognition. Thus the simple COG method is no longer

valid for the interpretation.

In the following paragraphs (9A) I will point to problems of the COG

method, and a few examples of erroneous results will be discussed in

some detail. A better way to analyse interstellar lines is to decompose
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an observed profile into distinct absorbing components. As an example

(9B) I will analyse the profiles of interstellar lines to o Fer and"

C Oph.

A. The curve of growth and its limited use.

The optical depth relation defines the COG for the absorption line in

the gas. In Figure 1 this relation is shown for the Dj line of Na I.

The linear part of the COG for the weak lines and the squareroot re-

lation, which is proportional to the damping constant Y of the tran-

sition, are well defined. At intermediate N/X the line strength depends

on b, as mentioned above. In the Figure the lower curve is for b =

1 km s , the upper curve has b = 2.5 km s ,

If of some species for only one line W. is observed one cannot derive the

column density of the species unless the value of b is known. Two limits

to N can be obtained, one for the case of very large b {the linear re-

lation) and one for very small b (the square root relation).

If more lines are observed the known W^ and fk may be fitted to the COG

and sc the column density can be derived. But this applies only if the

gas is homogeneous, if the single cloud COG is valid. If one has two

clouds in one line of sight, their total absorption can be some blend

of each individual absorption. The amount will depend on tha shape of

the absorptionprorile due to each cloud,and on the possible radial velo-

city difference between the clouds which may shift the individual ab-

sorptions apart. Nachman and Hobbs (1973) have calculated the effects

of such blends if the column densities in the two clouds differ by about

one order of magnitude. They show that, depending on the b-values, the

cloud with the lesser mass may even dominate the absorption.

In Fi gure 1, the unlabelled line is the optical .enth relation lor a blend

of clouds (the details tc be discussed in 9B).It is remarkable that it

is almost a straight line between the b = 1,0 and 2.5 km s curves.

Also it has (though barely visible) an extra inflection point compared

to th& single cloud curve, and it rises above the b = 2.5 km s curve

though all the clouds in the blend have b £ 2.0 km s < It is clear
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that if only the equivalent widths W. of the absorption lines are known,

the interpretation into a column density is highly uncertain. A good

example of the failure of the COG method is the case of the sodium

abundance in the interstellar gas. From che strong saturated D lines

the abundance of sodium has been found to be 10 - 100 times less than

in the sun. In chapter 6 not only the D lines but also the NalU doublet

has been used to analyse the interstellar sodium lines. Although also

there the single cloud COG method has been applied, the unsaturated U

lines have given the correct column densities, larger by a factor 20

than what had been found from the D lines with the doublet ratio method.

The COG method also fails to give the correct velocity dispersion in

the gas, if there is more than one cloud in the line of sight. Examples

may be found in the litterature (see e.g., Routly and Spitzer, 1952)

showing that b for Call differs from the b for Nal, although both spe-

cies exist in the same line of sight. Also in the presentation of the

first Copernicus results Morton et al, (1973) mention these problems,

which arc illustrated, by the large range of b values found for differing

species. Morton et al. do admit that in their analysis the column den-

sities may be only lower limits. Another example is Chaffee (1974) who

only from/W^ for the four Nal lines derived b = 2.5 km s" in £ Per,

But from the NalD profiles of Hobbs (1969a) it is clear that this b is

too large (it shouldbe about 1.2 km s ) and also that there is more

than one cloud in front of £ Per. This criticism essentially also ap-

plies to chapter 6, but there the ai was to find the total column den-

sity, the b just being & by-product. From all this I conclude that one

also should take into account the information contained in a profile in

i n t e r p r e t i n g i n t e r s t e l l a r l i n e s . --•-..---• -••••-i-

15 16 17 18
Log NfX

19 21

Figure 1
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One more problem has to be discussed. Can one use an optical depth re-

lation derived from the profiles of one species for a particular line

of sight to analyse lines from another species? In general this will

be incorrect because the ratio of the numbers of species in one cloud

need not be equal to that in another cloud, and therefore the optical

depth relations will be different from specie to specie for the same

line of sight. These variations are we'll known, remember the large

range observed in the Ca+/Na° ratios (Routly and Spitzer, 1952) or the

Till lines in only the -28 km s cloud in c Oph and x Oph (Herbig,

1968 and chapter 7). Evidently it is possible that a dilute cloud does

not show up in a detectable amount in a line which can be observed in

detail, but it may contribute to another line for which only the total

equivalent width can be measured. This possibility was not taken into

account effectively in the analysis of the strong Mgll lines by Boksen-

berg et al. (1972, 1974), and it may be the reason why their results

deviate strongly from what other investigators find, although they (de

Boer and Pottasch, 1973, Morton et al. 1973), used the equally wrong

single cloud COG. In a recent attempt to include this possible dilute

cloud, Gomez-Gonzales and Lequeux (1974) have added some "High velocity

dispersion medium" to the cooler clouds derived from the visual lines

in £ Per. But also then the interpretation of the strong lines from CII,

NI and 01 remains uncertain, because essentially one does not know.

When a line of sight contains several absorbing clouds, the optical-depth

relation of an absorption line does not resemble the single cloud rela-

tion (Figure 1), Any shape of such a curve is possible, with the restric-

tion that it cannot be steeper than the linear relation, but it may be

more flat than whatever is possible with the single cloud COG. Because

in general the slope of the curve will be steeper than the flat part

of the single cloud COG, the observed W.'s do suggest (e.g. with the

doubled ratio method) only little saturation. Therefore one tends to

analyse observed equivalent widths with the single cloud COG, which in

most cases results in points plotted too far left in the COG diagram,

hence underestimating the column density.

With a larger number of lines available with a large range in /A, the

column density derived may be the correct one. With Fell (see chapter
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5) initially only a few /-values were known. From stars with a weak

interstellar spectrum additional /-values could be derived. The re-

liability of these new /-values critically depends on the correct COG

for these first weak line SDectra. If there the column densities have

been underestimated the new /-values are too large and so will give too

small N if used in other spectra.

Summarizing: quite large errors are possible in the column density found

from interstellar lines analysed with the COG, in many cases giving too

small N.

The above mentioned general effects in principal also apply to the ana-

lysis of the hydrogen lines. But because of the very large column den-

sities of hydrogen, the Ly a line always will show the large damping

wings. Therefore, irrespective of the number of clouds and their rela-

tive column densities in one line of sight, a correct measured VL al-

ways will give the correct total column density.

On the other hand, imagine two dilute and extended clouds in hydrogen

and one small but dense cloud, all with equal column density. The equi-

valent width of Ly a represents total N. Presumably only the dense cloud

will contain a sufficient number of neutral sodium atoms to give detec-

table NalD lines. In deriving the Na/H ratio, one should therefore use

only 1/3 of the total hydrogen found. But from the Ly a line it is im-

possible to suspect this triple nature. In some cases the 21-cm emission

profile may help to find the correct structure on the line of sight,

though it has the complications.of background gas and of large optical

depths in dense clouds which act as to hide the mass of those clouds.

B. A profile analysis of interstellar lines in o Per and £ Oph

In the foregoing, problems in the analysis of only equivalent widths

of interstellar lines are discussed and the need to include the in-

formation contained in the profile of the interstellar lines is evi-

dent. Therefore I have tried to decompose the saturated absorption NalD

profiles with the help of profiles of other species in the same line of

sight. The following assumptions have been made:
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Table 1

1 The line of sight to a star contains a certain number of distinct

gas volumes (to be called clouds).

2 The gas in~-each cloud has uniform conditions, i.e. each cloud can

be characterized by the physical parameters radial, velocity v, tem-

perature T, numberdensity in hydrogen n,, and in electrons n , and a

small scale velocity distribution equal for all absorbers in the

cloud.

3 The velocity distribution in each cloud is maxwellian with velocity

spread b.

These are severe simplifications compared to what the interstellar gas

really may look like. It is clear that density and temperature gra-

dients will exist in the interstellar gas. Also the velocity distri-

butions need not be maxwellian though most absorption lines can be

explained with such (Hobbs, 1969b). The radiation density in a cloud

may have an asymetric distribution due to the proximity of a star or

due to selfshielding by carbon or molecular hydrogen. All this requires

three-dimensional models. Nevertheless it is possible to explain absorp-

tion profiles with a small number of clouds. As an example I will pre-

sent results for the lines of sight to o Per and Q Oph.

For the analysis a computer program has been made in which for each

given blend of (i) clouds the optical depth is calculated along an inter-

val AX or Av relevant for the absorption. The optical depth in each

cloud i d^en^s btith^ ;tnp^^

transition parameters 4 y / , " ; ^ i s

transformed intq residual intensity I at velocities w (steps in w are

. 1 km s ) in the velocity range of interest:

m:

where a. = y^gy and — - consists of physical constants. The calcu-

lated values are listed together with the total equivalent width of the

calculated absorption. The profile is plotted and upon personal judgement

adaptions of the input parameters are made until satisfactory fit to the
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observed profile is achieved.

In the following discussions of o Per and c Oph I will refer without

further reference to the profiles made by PEPSIOS (a poly-etalon

pressure-scanned interferometric observing system) cf Nal, D. and D

of Hobbs (1969a), of CallK by Marschall and Hobbs (1972), of CH+ by

Hobbs (1973) and of Kl by Hobbs (1974). Data for the interstellar doub-

let of Nal at 3302A are collected by de Boer and Pottasch (1974) and

reference will be made to them as NalU lines. Extra information in

o Per (1̂ 2 s A3, Uj = 31 mS) has become available from Herbig (priv.

cotnra.), giving with the existing data the average values Uj = 50 and

U. = 32 mfl, with DR = 1.55. For all the atomic lines /-values are taken

from the compilation of Morton and Smith (1973), and / CH 4232 is from

Yoshimine, Green and Thaddeus (1973).

In order to distinguish with the COG method, the relation of Vy/l vs.

N/A calculated from an ensemble of clouds will be called optical depth

relation.
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Per

In the visual, the PEPSIOS profiles of the absorption lines Nal, Do,

!) , , CallK and K.I 7699 are available and the strengths of the N'alU

doublet. The NaD linos show one strongly saturated feature,

which cannut be explained by one cluud (see definition above): the

small b val'u as derived from the steep slope of each wing, of the pro-

file does not allow the !ar;;e total width observed. Therefore I infer

from the shape of the profile at least double structure for which in ~'

a later stage of the analysis clear confirmation is found in the pot-

assium profile. The D-line width suggests a separation of >2 km s~'.

After several trial calculations with various V . and b for the two
rad

central clouds, the best fit is with V = 2.5 km s~!. Now I can explain
rad

the NaD line profile as well as the I' line strengths, and also the KI

profile. The b for each cloud is small as given in Table 2. In the Call

profile more components are seen because of a larger velocity range co-

vered but these are not included in Table 2.

I emphasize that the fit made (Fig. 2, Table 2) has used only the assump-

tions listed above (Table I). The column densities are the free para-

meters for each species to fir the observed profiles at a best b. The

finally adopted profiles are slightly steeper in their wings than the

observed profiles because I have not made corrections for instrumental

width tc match the PEPSIOS profiles. These widths are in km s 0.5 for

Nal, 1.2 for KI and 1.0 for Call (Hobbs, 1974). Also I have neglected

r'.ie effects of finestructure broadening. The final column densities

are in p->od agreement with those of Hobbs (1974) and de Boer and Pottasch

(1974 ). The fit of Call may be too small by a factor 1.5 in N, the rea-

son is that the noise (background) level in the Call profiles is some-

what uncertain (Hobbs, 1974), the spectrograph:c equivalent widths are

larger than W, from the profile (compare e.g. the observations of Chaffee

(1974) with Marschall and Hobbs (1972)).

Strong support for the double nature of the central component is in the

observations of the radio emissions from OH and CH by Sancisi et al.

(1974). The emission profiles show double nature in the o Per region
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Table 2

P r o f i l e ana ly s i s of o Per

component 1 2

V .(kins'1) 12.0 14.5
raa .

b (km s ) 1.6 1.0

Nv o 3.0 (+13) 5.5 (+1

N..o 3 - ° <+11> 7.0 (+11)

Nr + 8.0 (+1 1) 6 .3 (+11)

Nr o from 422&X 1.6 (+9) 3.0 (+9)

N_u from 4300.2 3.4 (+13)

NCH from 3335MHz 2.2 (+13)

N' from 1167MHa <2 (+13) 1.0 (+14)
UH

3.0 (+13) means 3.0 x 1 0 + n cm"2

at radial velocities of about 12 and 14.5 km s (Heliocentric) in which

the higher velocity component always is the stronger one. The emission

profiles essentially resemble the KI absorption profile and they have

the same b value as obtained from the visual lines. At o Per itself

only the higher velocity component can be seen (Sancisi, priv. comm.).

In o Per the absorption line of neutral Ca has W = 1.5 mX (White, 1973)

and I will assume, regarding the distribution of Na° and K° over the

clouds, that most of it is due to the ?4.5 kin s cloud (Table 2). From

the Ca /Ca ratio we can obtain indication of the free electron density

r Nca°
n = after estimating a(T) and r.
e UVIJ Nc^+

I will use the photionization rate F of the general radiation field

(de Boer et al. 1973). Although in the vicinity of o Per the radiation

field may be enhanced at the shorter wavelengths, its effect on L will

be small because of the small photoionization cross sections of Ca in
— 12 —1

the far UV. <*(T) = 8 x 10 cm s from Aldrovandi and Pequignot (1972,

1974 and priv. comm.) at T = 50°K and a factor 2 in T gives a factor

1.5 ina(T). The electron density in cloud 2 is then 0.2 cm . This is

a factor 5 more than White (1973) derives, because he obtained a larger

Nta+ from the total Call absorption and the doublet ratio method. Also
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I can derive the total amount of 3odium by correction for ionization

balance

Na+ 'Na° \a(T) x _ , ,

lid l̂ d

which relation is almost independent of the true temperature and photo-

ionization conditions (see Chapter 6 ) . In this way I find N + = lO'^-'^
Na

in cloud 2 which of course is less than total Na derived i.n^chaptera6

because of the profile decomposition. Cloud 1 contains N -̂ = lp ?* 3

arid so total N + ~ 1.3 x 10 . For the abundance of Na the total amount

of hydrogen has to be known. Spitzer et al. (1973) give N™ and N o to

E, Per and Z. Per, while to o Per N H O is known from 21 cm emission (see

chapter 6). The column densities to E, and C Per suggest that in the

cool cloud in front of o Per the amount of molecules is probably larger

than the amount of atoms. Assuming that NH_ = N,.o in o Per, total N u

"2 H n t

= 2.4 x 10 cm~ and so the sodium abundance is 10 "~ which is very

close to the general result of chapter 6.
If the electrons in cool clouds are dominantly supplied by C , the gas

density can be calculated from n = Ab(C) x nu , which with the solar
e -3

abundance value for carbon, l0~3.5f gives ru, = 600 cm in cloud 2.

I estimate this value to be uncertain to a factor 3 because or the

possible errors both in Ab(C) and in n . This density represents n u =
e Ht

rL,o + 2nu and assuming' again equal amounts of atoms and molecules
n n^

-3 20 -2
n^ = 200 cm . From the total N u O = 8 x 10 cm I now find a path
H2 H

length through the absorbing gas of cloud 2 less than tL-o/n^o = 1 Pc>in which the possible error is the same as the uncertainty in n^o«

Sancisi (1973) has investigated gas, dust and stars in Per 0B2. He pro-

poses a" model of an expanding shell of gas in front of the stars, and

his observations fit with a thickness of the shell of less than 5 pc.

With CH one can compare the column densities from the optical and the

radio lines. The optical data are from Chaffee (1974). The radio column

density cannot be derived very accurately, one has to know the optical

depth and an accurate transition probability. Taking T = O and A.. =

1.9 x 10 s (Turner and Euckerman, 1974) the column density is 2 x
13 —2

10 cm « If the optical and the radio result may be compared (radio

beam effects, identical sky pointings) I conclude that at least 30% of
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of the CH in front of o Per is not in the ground state. High spectral

resolution observations of the PEPSIOS type of the 4300 R line may be

able to resolve the fine structure, the energy difference between the

2JIi F = I and F = 0 levels actually giving only i.5 km s in the op-

tical line. Also observations of the other three possible radio tran-

sitions in CH (Rydbeck et al, 1974) will be of utmost importance to

discuss CH excitation mechanisms and eventually to find the:tempera-. •

ture of the gas.

How unique is the result of the profile analysis as given in Table 2?

From all the possible decompositions which I have tried with Na°, I

conclude that the separation of the clouds could be larger up to al-

most 3.0 km s~', but then the velocity dispersions have to be smaller

because the total width of the profile should be maintained. Meanwhile

the column densities remain the same; larger column densities would

give stronger damping wings, and with smaller N, the Na U line strengths

cannot be explained. The best evidence for the accuracy of the presented

decomposition is in the fit of the KI profile.
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t, Oph

The star best studied for interstellar absorption lines is z, Oph.

Herbig (1968) has given detailed observations of the lines detectable

from the ground. Hobbs has added his profiles and many lines of spe-

cial interest have been investigated by various workers. Recently

Copernicus has made a complete scan of the wavelength range 980 to

1420 % showing more than 350 different interstellar lines; (Morton,

1975). From these UV data good W.'s are available for most of the lines

but only meager velocity information can be derived. The complex struc-

ture on the line of sight, as visible from the PEPSIOS profiles, makes

the analysis of the observations with a COG method very uncertain.

The failure of the COG analysis in £, Oph is evident. Recall the column

densities derived for Na (Herbig, 1968): from only the equivalent

width of the D lines one obtains N N o= )0 " and h = 4.2 km s" ;
• 13. 7 - 1

combining D + U doublets the result is N o*l0 and b = 2.4 km s
However, from the U doublet itself N M o= 10 and b = 0.9 km s

Na

which probably represents the cloud with the largest sodium column den-

sity on this line of sight to £ Oph.

The NalD profile shows a strong absorption feature at v = -15 km s~ ,

which is not saturated. However, the cloud which causes the U lines

should have completely saturated D lines and therefore I had some doubt

on the zero level of the D lines. Hobbs1 equivalent widths are sl0%

smaller than what is obtained from spectrographic plates, which in part

is due to the smaller velocity range in his scars. Then Hobbs (1^74)

admitted that the zero level was underestimated by 5% in the Nail) scans.

Correcting for this in c, Oph makes the W,'s from the two observation

techniques almost equal.

'•'•'- 13 85

The; prof ile decomposition starts with the cloud in Na with 10 •" and

b = 0.9 km s~lv This b value is suggested both by the U doublet and the

shape, of the KI profile. It is placed at -14.2 tan s"1 at the position

of the narrow potassium line. Then two clouds are needed to explain the

wings of the D lifles. The cloud at -17.5 km s~* can be recognized

easily from the D line profiles. In my calculations the clouds at -17.5

and;-14,2 km s~' appear to be well separated. I am indebted to Dr.
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Component

vrad U m s~
b (km s

NNa°

1

') -33?

') 2?

2.0(10)

Table 3

Profile analysis

:

-27

1

7. OX-

2 3

.2 -24.5

.5? 1.2?

10) 3.0(10)

of

-

7.

C

4

17

2

0(

Oph

.5

.0

11) 7

5

-14

0

-0(

.2

.8

13)

6

-12

2

1.3(

.6

.3

12)

7

-8.0

m

- - " <3(9) 8.5(11) 3(9)

? ? ? 5.0(10) 1.8(11) 2.5(11) 4.0(10)

- 6(11) - - <3(11) 2.0(13) -

(42268) 5(9)!

N p e + (Fig.5) 2(13) 4(13) 2(13) 3(13) 1(14) 4(13) 3(13)

? = b values for the weak absorption features are uncertain; Call fea-

tures are uncertain. - = column density is small, some upper limit

could have been obtained. ! = N o assuming all the absorption is due
c*a

to cloud 5. W, from White (1973).

L.M. Hobbs who has sent me an unpublished new scan of the D. line which

nicely shows this separation . I have adapted the originally published

D. scan (Figure 3) in this sense with the two small dots in the profile.

The velocity of the cloud at -12.6 km s is suggested by the CH pro-

file. Also Na° is seen at -8 km s , the velocity of the HII region

about C Oph. At about -30 km s there may be three clouds. Two of them

at -24.5 and -27.2 km s are well defined. There has been suspect of

absorption at -33 km s (Herbig, 1968) but this cannot be recognized

in the D profile. The accuracy of the radial velocities is about +.1
-1 ' ~

km s and m log N about .1. In the CI paper (de Boer and Morton, chap-

ter 8) the radial velocity of the main cloud based on the present ana-

lysis is given as -14.4 km s"1 to avoid confusion with Morton (1975),

the difference of .2 km s~' is within the mutual error limits.

All the available profiles (Figure 3) are used to obtain a best fit

with 7 clouds (Table 3). Again I emphasize that all the column densi-

ties are individual parameters, and only vrad and b values were fixed

to a best value in each cloud. As with o Per no corrections for instru-

mental broadening or for fine-structure lines have been applied.
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In the present analysis I have adopted / = 0.012, 20Z smaller than
2

in the NalU line paper (chapter 6). This is based on the revaluation

of literature (see Erman, Brzozowski and Smith, 1974) and because U

and D lines in X, Oph then do match indec

has been used in Figure 1 of chapter 8.

and D lines in t, Oph then do match indeed. This smaller /..-value also

The optical depth relation of Na in -the-fbur clouds between -18 and -7

km s has been discussed before, it is the almost straight line in

Figure 1 of the CI paper (chapter 8). The total optical depth relation

in Na from the profile analysis is the wavy line in Figure 1 of this

chapter. As discussed in 9A, it is very improbable that a COG for one

species equals the COG for another. In some cases however there are

arguments in favour of it. In chapter 8 this is discussed for the CI

lines in t, Oph and Morton (1975) finds that not only Na° and C°, but

also Mg , S and K fit to this optical depth relation.

For most of the other species a different COG was found. Morton et al.

(1973) gave b values which range from 3.5 to 7.1 km s '. Also these

were single cloud b values and they represent a kind of equivalent b

or local b, a working parameter to characterize the behaviour of the

observed absorption (Gomez-Gonzalez and Lequeux, 1974)t Morton (5975)

rediscusses all the observations and he finds that N°, Mg , Si , S

and Fe follow b=6.5+.5kra s and then he puts the only CII line mea-

sured to this COG, giving N_+ =10 — * . Because an essential part

of Morton's picture on the physical conditions on the line of sight

to t, Oph depends on the observed carbon abundance, it is of utmost

importance'."to investigate the reliability of the C column density

derived from this only accessible CII line in £ Oph.

Based on the velocities derived from the z, Oph profiles (v A and b)
Q

I have therefore constructed two wnrealietic mass models for C . Model
15 -2 — — — — — — —

1 has Nr+ = 1.0 x 10 cm in 6 clouds, and Nr+ = 0 in the -14.2 km
-1 15 -2
s cloud, Model 2 has again Np+ = 1.0 x 10 cm in 6 clouds and No+

17 - 2 - 1 "

= 3.0 x 10 cm in the -14.2 km s cloud. I have calculated the ab-

sorption profiles for both models which then have been smeared with

a rectangle of width 0.05 A in steps of 0.02 A, simulating observation

by Copernicus. Figure 4 shows the result, labeled I and 2 for each C
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t OPH Ul

{2600-

=3ou

I • ' ' • I

CE X1334.532 1 SCAN

(335.0

• model 1
• model 2

.0
1334.0 1334,5 1335.0

Figure 4. The observed C II profile from Morton (1975) together with
the profile calculated for the unrealistic models of C+ tor the line
of sight. Model I with total N ^ = 6 * 1015 cm"2. Model 2 with total

17 2
Nc I 0 1 7 m"2 .
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model, together with the original observed profile (Morton, 1975). If

one also would add noise, the shallow damping wings in Model 2 probab-

ly would escape attention, and then its shape is very similar to the

observed profile with W./X = 10 " , almost equal to the observed
-3 85

10 " (Morton, 1975). These calculations, based on an unrealistic

C model, show that there may; be ̂ ĉonsiderable uncertainty in N +, up

to a factor 2 or 3 to larger N, but up to at least an order of magni-

tude to smaller N. This is considerably more than the 50% claimed by

Morton (1975). A larger C column density would remove part of the dis-

crepancy in the gasdensities derived in chapter 8. Also it is a demon-

stration of the possibility that a column density of 3 x 10 cm with

log N/X - 19.7 adds only 30 m A to the detectable absorption due to

other clouds and so could remain undiscovered.

The Fell spectrum in x, Oph contains 14 interstellar lines. In chapter

5, new /-values have been derived from the Fell spectra in other stars

and then Ny + in £ Oph has been found, permitting the calculation of

again some more /-values. Copernicus also observed the complete UV spec-

trum of t Pup. The Fell spectrum there (Morton, priv. comm.) indeed fol-

lows the single cloud b value of 11 km s found by de Boer and Pottasch

(1973) in chapter 4, and the /-values derived from the t, Pup far UV lines

agree within a factor 3 with those of de Boer et'al. (1974). Therefore

I will assume that all these /-values are correct.

With 14 Fell lines, the plot of log W,/X vs. log f\ gives the exact

optical depth relation of Fe (Figure 5). I have investigated if there

is a Fe mass model, which with the derived velocities (Table 3), can

reconstruct the observed optical depth relation. The strong near UV

lines, with W, = 225 m A, have equivalent widths of 30 km in absorption.

ThisJwidth fits with the total velocity range derived in the profile

(Table 3) -8 -(-33) + 2 + 2 = 29 km s~ , the total velocity range plus

the b widtB of the extreme clouds. In the calculation I started with

a kind of minimum column density in the clouds but giving the total

width of the strongest lines. In this way the observed W.'s for the

near UV lines can be explained, but not the weaker far UV lines. There

extra column density has to be put into some of the clouds, presumably

in the clouds at about -15 km s .1 have put this extra mass in the
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log fX

Figure 5. Fell lines in t. Oph with U^ from Morton (1975). For the
near UV lines more scans were available and the mean error in Wj. is
shown. The bar in /A is the uncertainty of 20%. For the far UV lines
only single measurements are available. The range in IX is based on
the /-values as derived by de Boer et al. (1974) and from X, Pup (see
text). The two calculated Fe+ models give equal results at large f\.
The fit there is poor; improvement is easily possible but has little
meaning for the reality of the Fe + model. The two models give
different result for small /A lines: the left curve is for total
NT?O+ = 5.7 x iO

11* cm"2, the right curve for total N-, + = 2.8 x 1011* cm"
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-14.2 km s*"1 cloud, first with Np + = 1 x 10
! cm"2 and also with

NFe+ = 4 x 10
 H cm"2. In both cases the calculated W^'s of the near

UV lines are unaffected. In the far UV the mass in this cloud can be

seen in the weaker lines, as shown in Figure 5. However, from the

shape of the absorption in the Fell lines 1055, 1096 and 25858 I con-

clude- ffiat*theaKighei*c61umn density is less realistic than N- + =

14 -? ;

1 x 10 ci:^ 4?~gjve
n in Table 3. In this case even the low resolution

Fell line profiles give information on which mass model is more feasible.

The Fe model is not unique. The column densities in all the clouds

may be changed with factors of 2-3 and still a good fit may be obtained,

as long as the total width of 30 km is maintained. The column density

in cloud 5 is reasonably well determined by the far DV W.'s and the
A

profiles. The model however is only based on the optical profiles of

neutral interstellar species.

Also n£ can be calculated, assuming that all of the observed Ca° is

due to the -14.2 km s cloud. So I find n = K 3 cm based on T = 50 K
e

and the interstellar radiation field (chapter 3). This n is a factor of

2 larger than given in chapter 6 or by Morton (1975) because of differ-

ent NCa+, Although Ca seems to be most depleted in the -14.2 km s~5

cloud, most of the Ca° line is from this cloud indeed (se° observations

of Shulraan, Bortolot and Thaddeus, 1974, after correction for the

systematic difference in the radial velocities: PEPSIOS - Shulman et al.

= +0.8 km s ). Accurate radial velocities or better profiles for Cal

4226 are badly needed.



Conclusions

With the analyses of the profiles in o Per and c, Oph I have tried to

jhow the potentialities of this method, based on the restrictive

assumptions of Table 1. I have used only the profiles of the visual

r^nge, supplemented with a few profiles of Copernicus. If a certain

amount of "intercloTudimediuni"ifwould fevfi^beeiyradaedstoKthe^frloier-

models (see Gpmfiz^Gpnzalez^^ndT 'LeguttxiXf^ASlJ^) somjwhatiidifferent

solutions are possible, mainly for the dominant ions in the inter-

stellar gas. Because the detailed profiles are from the neutral, non-

dominant species, the information obcaned is mainly for the cool

regions on the line of sight. Optical depth relations calculated for

a blend of several clouds differ considerably from the single cloud

COG.
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Chapter 10

Interstellar depletion, a mystery?

In the foregoing chapters the appearance in the interstellar gas of

several elements has been investigated by the absorption lines they

productelinithe spej5tra|bj;backgroiirid" stars. In all cases evidence

i£V:;fqundfbr;-abund|Sices smaller than s<olar abundances. In this chap-

ter the reliability of; this general result is discussed. Then theo-

ries for the depletion of the interstellar metals are discussed and

some of the consequences are reviewed.

!. Interstellar abundances, the reliability

a) The reliability of the metal column densities

In the following discussion I will assume that no errors exist in

the /-values needed in deriving the column densities. Those errors

do exist of course and they will add to the uncertainties in the

curve of growth analyses. The COG method gives column densities which

in some cases are correct but in several other cases may be under-

estimated up to half an order of magnitude (chapter 9 ) . If there is

really one absorbing component in the line of sight all column den-

sities are reliable. The Copernicus observations of a Vir give such

neat results (York, 1975).

b) The hydrogen column densities

From Lyiathecorrect^column density is found- However, the equivalent

widths from the observed spectra may contain random errors up to a

factor 2. The main problem in both the;0A02 aad Copernicus spectra

is to decide on the stellar continuum and the possible contribution

of stellarLy o to the absorption (Morton, prty. comm.).

Copernicus can observe the lines from molecular hydrogen and it has

become evident (Spitzer et al. 1973) that for highly reddened stars

the amount of H2 molecules may be larger than the amount of H atoms.

The H2 column densities are based on /-values of Allison and Daigarno

(1970). These were calculated theoretically with a claim of 6% inter-
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nal accuracy. The COCT plots of Spitzer et al. (3974), e.g. level J=4,

cast some doubt on this high accuracy because of the clustering of

many lines at almost equal N/X. Also many total column densities of

H~ are based in fact on only one line of the J-=0 level. Thus the

total amount of hydrogen NR = NRO + 2 N R can be reliable only to

a factor 2.

c) The abundances

Because of the possible errors in Nfl , the abundances may be syste-

matically wrong per star (= line of sight) and with the possibility

that too small metal column densities have been derived (chapter 9)

one may have the impression of underabundances of the metals.

For K, Na, Li and Ca the abundance is calculated in an indirect way.

Here the main problem is that in the equilibrium equation

_ =

r^o a(T) ng

(T and a(T) are the ionization rate and the recombination coefficient

of an element E, and n may be available from other ion ratios) the

ratio n^o/n need not be constant along the line of sight. This is

essentially the problem of constant species ratios as discussed in

chapter 9.

Summarizing: For many of the elements in the interstellar gas, the

abundance is underestimated due to the problems with and the uncer-

tainties in the method to derive dolumn densities from a set of equi-

valent widths. The uncertainties in N u add to the uncertainty of a
• - • , • • • • • : • • . • ; • . • • • • • ' . • • • ' • . . V • • : , • - • . , . ; . , i ' . ; • ' • • ; • • • ; • . .

general depletion.

2. Solar abundances

It is generally believed that stars are formed in condensing volumes

of gas. Therefore their chemical composition should be equal to the

composition of the gas. The only star for which abundances are known

accurately is the sun. Recently several tabulations have become
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available in which abundances derived from lines of the solar

atmosphere and corona in the visual and from hard UV and X-ray data

of highly ionized coronal material are collected and compared (with-

broe, 1971, Hauge and Engvold, 1970, Pagel, 1973). There is good

agreement in the abundances obtained in these various ways. Especial-

ly relative abundances are good although for some elements notable

differences do exist (e.gf Titanium: Groeneveld, 1974, and Argon:

de Boer et all 1972).

3. Interstellar depletion

Comparing the abundances found for the interstellar gas with solar

values, most investigators find a relative lack of metals in the gas.

The abundances range from none up to two orders of magnitude. For

the elements with visual lines results are available based on exten-

sive investigations. K and Na have almost normal abundance, but Ca is

depleted[severely <<ie Boer and Pottasch, 1974, Hobbs, 1974). Also Ti

is depleted (Wallerstein and Goldsmith, 1974). For the other elements

Copernicus results are available, but they are based on only a few

determinations.

4. Explanations for the depletion

a) Locking metals in dust

Field (1974) has worked out the suggestions that the observed metal

depletion in the interstellar gas could be explained by the fraction-

atioh of elements into dust. Gedchemists have studied this gas chemi-

cal fractionation or condensation incoolinggasin order to find the

process inwhich meteoriti-materialand earth minerals are formed (An-

ders, 1971). A thorough refinenient of the earlier calculations is due to

Grossman (1972). The condensation may occuriin stellar nebulae, e>g. in

the early phase of stellar evolution or in the mass flow from a star. The

condensed material will gradually return to the ambient interstellar

gas, and repeated processing at; subsequent;star formation "* t n e

will increase the fraction of condensed material.
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Figure 1. Interstellar Abundances to £ pph and the Fractionation
Hypothesis (from Morton, 1974)
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Several remarks have to be made in connection with the calculated

fractionation temperature. First one has to realize that no illu-

mination of the gas is included in the calculations and only neutral

elements and particles are considered. Also those calculations have

been carried out with a gas of solar abundances. The fractionation

temperatures are only based on those atoms and molecules and their

reactions which were put into the calculations. If other molecules,

more reactions, also ions and a radiation field would have been in-

cluded, the results could b? quite different from the results of

Grossman. Therefore I regard these Tc only as approximate values.

Field's(1974) plot of the relation of T and interstellar depletion

has found wide appreciation. I reproduce the plot of depletion to

£ Oph of Morton (1974) which is very similar to Field's original

figure but based on improved abundances (Figure 1) Greenberg has

doubts whether Field's suggestion is the correct explanation of the

depletion. In his discussion, Greenberg postulates a core-mantle

grain of a size which has to explain the observed interstellar ex-

tinction and polarization of starlight. With such grains he only

partially can account for the depleted material and notably C, N,

and 0 observationally appear to be more depleted than Greenberg1s

grains allow. He offers two possible ways out, one is that a con-

siderable fraction of matter is locked in larger yet unobservable

bodies (snowballs, hidden comets), the other is that matter is in

not yet detected molecules, possibly free radicals (Platt, 1956,

Andriesse and de Vries, 1974).

b) Observation and interpretation errors

A second trivial possibility, already put forward above, is that

errors in column densities derived, merely suggest the general de-

pletion. There is some, support for this frcm the analysis or un-

reddened stars (York, 1975). The depletion of Ti, Ca, Fe, and Al

however, seems beyond doubt. Therefore this kind of errors in fact

may explain only part of the apparent depletion.

c) The solar photosphere has not a cosmic composition

Joss (1974) has investigated the possibility that only the stellar

atmospherehisbecome metal rich by accretion of matter fractionated
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into larger bodies. He estimates that, wich a reasonable mixing in

the outer convective layers of the sun, the material accreted from

infailing comets could explain 1/40 of the atmospheric metal content.

However, the space density of comets may have been larger in the past

(Joss) and the accretion of meteorites and dust could have been taken

into account and then a larger fraction of the surface metals could

be due to accretion. So only the atmosphere will be rich in metals,

the interior still would have the original "cosmic" composition.

Interstellar abundances should be compared with those interior values

and not with the altered atmospheric ones. Joss (1974) haspointed to

this possibility and it has to be investigated in more detail.

Also it might happen that even larger bodies of the mass of lunae or

planets with their large metal content dive into stellar surface

layers in the early phase of the life of a star. Such events have been

proposed by Herbig (1966) to explain the flare nature of the young

T-Tauri scars.

5. Conclusions

In my opinion the combination of errors in the derived abundances and

the real fractionation of metals are the explanation of the mystery.

In this way the under abundance is less severe and so allows for Green-

berg's constraints to Field's suggestion.

Improved observations of interstellar lines can help to solve the

difficulties in the interpretation of equivalentwidths. In the visual

this will be possible mainly by making scans of high spectral resolu-

tion A/AA > 3 x 4 0 ^ , especially of the Na I UlxnesTat 3302?! to re-

solve the structure on those lines of sight which have completely

saturated Na I D lines. In the satellite UV the only improvement to

be expected, in the coming years is an improved signal to noiss ratio

in Copernicus spectra due to repeated observations.
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A detailed study of optical depth relations is needed. Looking through

Palomar Sky Survey plates of the galactic plane it becomes clear that

the interstellar gas has a very patchy nature with features of a

typical size of 1 pc. Therefore a line of sight of 200 pc with even

7 clouds may be too simple a description to obtain reliable results-

But also the continuation of trial calculations of how w:.:h mass can

be hidden in a broad but just saturated profile will be of value

(chapter 9, ? Onh).

Some of the missing elements undoubtedly are locked in interstellar

small particles, such as coro-mantle grains, fractionated molecules

or crystals, Platt-particles, and so on. The laboratory study of the

characteristics of these should be intensified.

The metal rich photosphere concept has large impacts in the physics

of stellar structure. One could expect (Joss, 1974) abundance varia-

tions along the main sequence or among various types of stars, and

Joss claims to have some evidence for that from observations. Also

there is the relief for the observed low solar neutrino flux, which

was in conflict with the predictions based on "normal" i.e. photo-

spheric metal abundances in the solar interior.

Talbot (1974) has shown that metal-poor gas less easy will reach the

pressure turn-over point in the interstellar gas. Imagine a density

wave (Shu et al. 1973, Biermann et al. 3972) which imposes a sudden

.increase its density in the gas. If a certain volume reaches the turn-

over pressure it will evolve along the liner- described by Schwarzi

McCray and Stein (1972). The gas will rapidly cool and become denser

until it reaches the stable high-density^ iow-temperature phase. Sur-

roundinggas may fall into this cloud (Schwarz et - al. 1972) and so

a very dense blob of gas will be formed in which easily a star nay

form. Because aetal-pdor gas will less easy undergo this process,

Talbot (1974) concludes that his metal enhanced star formation model

is correct. In ray opinion this is a rash conclusion, because he has

treated the depletion as a real under abundance. In the depleted gas

the metal-containing dust will participate in star formation and it

will give the star a normal abundance of the metals.
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Only the density wave has been used by Talbot as mechanism for the

overpressure, and therefore he could treat his gas ahead of the wave

as being of uniform low density. However a supernova explosion may

occur in any volume of gas. The blast wave may reach denser blobs of

(depleted?) gas and because of the initial high density even this

depleted gas will reach the tjrn-over pressure, which is higher

(Talbot) than in metal-rich gas. Therefore the final- stable cool

phase will have a density higher than foreseen in Talbot's picture

and so star formation is more probable. Sancidi (1973) has proposed

the supernova star formation for the Per 0B2 association on star-

dynamical basis, and Black and Kellman (L974) estimate that the star

formation in a galaxy may be maintained entirely by this mechanism.
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Summary

This Proefschrift is the report on studies of interstellar lines which

I have carried out since early 1972. As these studies mainly are based

on new observations, several small publications accrued, as reproduced

in the chapters" 2 through 6 and the recent ones in chapters 7 and 8. Mean- -

while I have "investigated the information contained in the observed inter-

stellar line profiles.

In chapter 9A I discuss the problems and uncertainties which arise when

only the equivalent widths of observed lines are used for an analysis with

the curve of growth. Gross errors have arisen from this method, in the .

older literature where the complexity of interstellar profiles not yet could

be appreciated, but also the recent literature contains several erroneous-

results. In chapter 9B the profiles available in o Per and £ Oph are

analysed based on a few-simple restrictions given in Table 1 of chapter 9.

The observed interstellar profiles in the visual range can be reconstructed -

quite well, and then other interstellar lines and profiles are better approach

able.

At the end,, chapter 10, current theories on interstellar abundances are

reviewed and I conclude that, regarding the discussion of 9A, part of the

depletion met has to be explained by the lack of reliability of, and by

errors in the curve of growth method used in analyses. The remaining

depletion can be explained without much difficulty by having the depleted

metalsin theJnterstellar dust.
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ADDENDA

The formula on page 11 is the corrected version
(see Astron. & Astrophys. (1973) 29, 453).

The formula on page 62 contains two errors:
a factor \H should be inserted in the integral
and the definition of a. should read a. - y^/^b.

The figures on the pages 66 and 72 have been repro-
duced from the Astrophysi^al Journal, University of
Chicago Press, and the top half of the figure on
page 76 and the figure on page 86 are from preprints
of Dr. D.C. Morton. I acknowledge the use of these.


